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Silver & Silver Plate
1.
A cased 1960s canteen of Old
English pattern cutlery £50-80

2.
A collection of Georgian and
Victorian and later silver and silver plated
items, including a part pink guilloche enamel
dressing table set, various flatware, and other
items, in four boxes (parcel) £200-300
3.
A George III period silver pounce
pot by WW, together with silver napkin and
mustard pot, a pair of plated cruets and small
tray and a Ronson table lighter (7) £50-100

8.
A late Victorian silver tea caddy by
George Nathan & Ridley Hayes, the embossed
bombe form casket marked Chester 1898
£120-180
9.
A pair of modern cased silver salt
and pepper shakers by B & Co, together with
a pair of late Victorian silver serving spoons by
HA (5) £80-120

4.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver and silver plated items, including a silver
capstan inkwell, a glass jar with silver lid, three
silver brooches and a quantity of plate (parcel)
£60-100

16.
An Edwardian silver bachelor’s
three piece tea set, having piecrust rim, 10.2
ozt (3) £120-180
17.
A collection of 22 Victorian and
later silver handled button hooks, of varying
designs and sizes (22) £80-120
18.
A vintage Middle Eastern white
metal miniature teapot, nice quality and
marked 925, together with a white metal
cannister, a Russian icon, a spoon and a pill box
(5) £60-100
19.
A collection of 20 Victorian and
later silver handled button hooks, of varying
designs and sizes (20) £80-120
20.
A late Victorian silver and hobnail
cut glass hipflask, together with another later
example and a shot flask (3) £80-120

10.
An Art Deco period silver three piece
tea set by EV, circular with panelled lowers,
Sheffield 1939, together with an Edwardian
silver plated and blue glass sucrier (5)
£200-300
11.
An Art Deco period silver and
enamel pill box from Asprey & Co, red enamel
oval box, damaged, together with a square
silver compact and a quatrefoil embossed pin
dish (3) £80-120

5.
An early George V silver salver by
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths, the octagonal tray
on four supports, London 1910, approx 45 ozt
£450-550

12.
A group of four modern silver
photograph frames, including a pair with
embossed edging, a bead border example and
one other (4) £60-100

21.
A group of twelve Victorian and later
silver napkin rings, some in pairs, together
with a silver mustard, a silver mustard spoon,
a silver pair of tongs, a commemorative spoon,
a pair of wishbone sugar nips and a Victorian
silver plate and carved ivory handled pickle
fork (16) £120-180

13.
A George V cased silver presentation
trowel from Mappin & Webb, with inscription
for the laying of the foundation stone of
Rosebank Fire Station in Johannesburg in 1934,
with ivorine handle (2) £150-250
6.
A large and good quality Victorian
silver plated and glass biscuit barrel, oval form
with butterfly finial to hinged lid
£120-180
7.
A modern Russian silver and glass
beaker, with matching teaspoon, in fitted case
(4) £60-100
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14.
An Art Deco period silver table
cigarette box, circular with Bakelite finial,
together with a silver table lighter or burner
from Mappin & Webb (2) £60-100
15.
A collection of 16 Victorian and
later silver handled button hooks, including
one with pink guilloche enamel, and others of
varying designs and sizes (16) £80-120

22.
An Art Deco period silver sugar
caster by ALD, together with a silver and
hobnail cut glass inkwell, a pin cushion, a
plated pen in stand, a boxed modern silver tea
caddy spoon, a small silver crab pendant, and a
boxed modern butter knife (11) £100-150
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36.
A late 19th or early 20th century
Indian white metal bowl, having raised
dancing figures within a landscape, 372g and
11cm high £80-120
37.
A boxed modern silver “Just A
Thimbleful” thimble shaped stirrup cup,
together with a silver kilt badge marked Hold
Fast, and several silver plated items (parcel)
£50-100
23.
A collection of Georgian and later
silver and silver plate, together with a pair of
Art Deco 9ct gold cufflinks, a cased plated and
ivory handled Victorian carving set, a pair of
George III silver trench salts, a Victorian silver
Irish spoon by Steward and more (parcel)
£100-200
24.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver and silver plated small items, including
a silver vesta case, cigarette case, an amber
cheroot holder in a silver case and another
lacking cheroot, large plated ladle, other
spoons and a silver watch chain with Sekonda
fob watch (parcel) £80-100

30.
A collection of silver and other
items, including three silver dinner forks,
seven Georgian teaspoons, a pair of silver
tongs and a cased set of six coffee spoons,
15.6 ozt, together with an Art Deco blue
enamelled hand mirror and hair brush, AF, and
a Christening mug marked Sterling (parcel)
£180-220
31.
A small Art Deco silver sauce ladle
by Georg Jensen, together with a Russian silver
spoon and a souvenir spoon (3) £60-100

38.
A pair of Edwardian period Sheffield
silver plated candleabra, each with two
branches, 52cm high (2) £300-500

25.
A collection of Victorian and later
button hooks and associated items, some with
silver handles (parcel) £80-120
26.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver plated items, also a George V silver
cigarette box, along with various plate and a
pewter and glass hipflask (parcel) £80-120
27.
A collection of Victorian and later
button hooks and associated items, two with
enamelled handles, some with silver handles,
a cased set of two button hooks and shoehorn.
and others (parcel) £80-120

28.
A pair of early 20th century Middle
Eastern white metal vases, 8.5cm, having
chased floral designs, 254g, together with a
pair of white metal bottles, a Mexican white
metal hat and vase (6) £80-120
29.
A small collection of silver plated
items, including a novelty owl vesta case,
sauce boat, spoons and more (parcel)
£50-80

32.
A silver and mother of pearl pocket
fruit knife, together with a small silver and
mop travelling knife and fork set and a similar
Victorian ivory and silver example, along with
a glass and silver scent bottle and other glass
items, some with silver mounts (parcel)
£80-120
33.
A collection of silver plated and
other items, including a set of six silver handled
butter knives in box, filigree white metal napkin
rings, a plated kettle on stand and more, in two
boxes (parcel) £80-120

39.
A pair of modern silver filled
candlesticks, together with another similar
example (3) £50-80
40.
A small group of George V and later
silver cruet items, together with a Middle
Eastern brass bowl (parcel) £50-100
41.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver and other lady’s dressing table items,
including a circular trinket box on legs, a glass
hatpin jar with silver cap, and other items
(parcel) £70-100
42.
A small collection of silver and silver
plated and other items £50-80

34.
A part canteen of silver plated
cutlery, in mahogany box, together with other
plated serving items and bottle holder (parcel)
£50-100

35.
A Victorian silver Christening
tankard, together with a pair of silver filled bud
vases, a damaged silver candle holder, a plated
chamberstick and snuffers and a silver plated
candle holder (parcel) £70-100

43.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver and silver plated items, including a
continental silver snuff box, a nice Edwardian
embossed cannister, a cased silver Christening
knife and fork set, a cased set of plated lobster
picks and crackers and more (parcel) £150-250
44.
A collection of Georgian and later
silver and silver plated flatware, together with
an antler corkscrew (parcel)
£100-200
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45.
A George III silver helmet shaped
cream jug by IL, together with a Victorian
silver fiddle pattern basting spoon by Charles
Boynton (2) £80-120

58.
A collection of silver and silver
plated items, including silver napkin rings, a
set of silver spoons in case, table ware and flat
ware, a cased set of fish servers, several coins
and more (parcel) £80-120
59.
An Art Deco period five piece cruet
set from Mappin & Webb, presented in an
M&W fitted box with three spoons (9) £80-120

46.
A George III silver sucrier and milk
jug by John Eames, having Greek key and
acanthus leaf band, bearing family crest (2)
£220-280

51.
A George V silver filled vase,
together with a pair of twin branch candelabra,
a cased set of silver plated soup spoons, two
entrée dishes and a circular plate (parcel)
£120-180

60.
A George III Scottish silver basting
spoon, fiddle and shell pattern, Edinburgh
1817, 3.8 ozt £50-80

52.
A set of four Victorian silver table
salts, two with blue glass liners, together
with another similar pair of table salts, and a
mustard with spoon (12) £80-120
61.
A pair of early Victorian silver sauce
ladles by WRS, Exeter 1846, 4.4 ozt, together
with a pair of similar period tablespoons for
London 1844 by John Wigman, 4.9 ozt (4)
£100-150

47.
A pair of George V silver stands by
Elkington & Co, octagonal on four supports
with pad feet (2) £100-150

48.
An early George V silver serving
tureen by Goldsmiths & Silversmiths, London
1912, 36.9 ozt, bearing family crest of rampant
lion in crown holding trident, lacks handle (2)
£350-450

53.
A Victorian silver sugar sifter,
together with an oval silver dish, 13.6 ozt, and
a Victorian carved ivory handled and plated
butter knife, a cased set of Victorian ivory
handled fish eaters and another set of fish
eaters (parcel) £150-250

62.
A pair of William IV Irish silver sauce
ladles by IB, together with a Scottish silver
dessert spoon by AH, an Irish silver butter knife
by Samual Neville, and an Inverness Celtic
teaspoon, 4.8 ozt (5) £50-100

54.
A set of six George VI silver
teaspoons, together with a Viner’s silver plated
canteen of cutlery for eight, and a quantity of
silver plated flatware (parcel) £50-80

63.
A fine George V silver punch bowl
by Daniel & John Wellby, having insert rim on
bowl with twin handles, London 1928, 37.5
ozt, together with a silver plated ladle by Guy
Degrenne (3) £450-600

49.
A set of four late George III silver
salts by Robert Hennell, oval with pierced
sides on four supports, with blue glass liners,
London 1815 £80-120

55.
A late Victorian silver card tray
by William Hutton & Sons, together with a
George III silver footed swing handle basket
container, lacks liner, 10.7 ozt (2) £100-150
50.
Five Georgian and Victorian silver
serving items, including a fiddle and thread
pattern basting spoon, an Old English soup
ladle, a fish slice, a sauce ladle and another
basting spoon, 22.5 ozt (5) £200-300
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56.
An Art Deco silver capstan inkwell,
together with a similar period cigarette box
and a whist box (3) £80-120
57.
A Victorian hobnail cut glass and
silver mounted scent bottle, together with five
further glass and silver mounted dressing table
items and a silver and glass pepper mill (7)
£80-120

64.
A canteen of silver plated cutlery
by Cooper Brothers, Old english with rat tail,
appears to be complete for ten, with serving
items, all in orange boxes (parcel)
£100-200
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65.
A large vintage Egyptian white metal
oval serving dish, having leaf and scroll border
to edge, bearing Arabic strike marks, 1.45 kg
and 49cm wide £200-400

71.
A collection of Georgian and later
silver and silver plated items, including a
George III silver cream jug, a modern silver
cream jug, three napkin rings, a glass and
plated rectangular pot, and more (parcel)
£100-200

66.
Two Georgian silver milk jugs, one
helmet shaped and the other of bulbous form,
together with a silver plated hot water jug (3)
£60-80

72.
A Victorian silver sugar sifter,
together with a silver pepper, a silver plated
and glass cruet set and other small cruet items
(parcel) £80-120

67.
A late Victorian presentation silver
milk jug and other silver and silver plated
items, including a large silver plated strainer
basting spoon, entrée dishes and a tureen and
more (parcel) £100-200

73.
A collection of silver and silver
plated and other items, including a three piece
tea set, flatware, silver spoons, and more,
along with a Kodak camera (parcel) £100-150

68.
An Art Deco period cased three
piece silver dressing table set, AF, together
with a cut glass and silver scent bottle, a silver
compact, a silver cigarette case, and a silver
hair brush and mirror (9) £80-120

77.
An
Edwardian
silver
and
tortoiseshell inkwell by William Comyns,
circular with hinged lid having applied swag,
with glass well (2) £150-250
78.
An Art Deco period silver sauce boat
by Barker Ellis Silver Co, Birmingham 1938, 9.5
ozt £80-120

79.
A harlequin part canteen of
Georgian and Victorian silver flatware, all
fiddle pattern by various makers, some Irish
and Scottish , some marked with initials, 73.5
ozt, comprising 11 dessert spoons, 6 dessert
forks, 7 tablespoons, 9 dinner forks, 14
teaspoons and two pairs of tongs (49)
£700-1000
80.
A pair of cased Edwardian silver
serving spoons by James Dixon & Sons
£50-100

74.
An Art Nouveau hobnail cut and
silver scent bottle, together with a silver hair
brush and other items (parcel) £80-120

69.
A collection of silver and white
metal and other spoons, including a Victorian
fiddle pattern table spoon, a set of six and a set
of eight teaspoons marked Sterling and much
more (parcel) £200-300
70.
A modern novelty silver and glass
shot glass, in the form of a shotgun cartridge
by H&H, together with a modern silver tot cup,
in a case (3) £60-100

75.
A pair of modern silver cast
candlesticks, marked CJV Ltd, in the Georgian
taste, with sconces, 21 ozt and 21cm high (4)
£200-300
76.
A collection of silver plated flatware,
including a Mappin & Webb dessert set for
12 and more, along with a silver hand mirror
(parcel) £60-100

81.
An early 20th century silver five
piece cruet set, together with silver salt and
mustard spoons, a pair of silver filled trumpet
vases, four silver napkin rings, a silver cream
jug and a pair of silver plated jam spoons in a
case (parcel) £120-180
82.
A Victorian cased set of twelve
mother of pearl and silver plated dessert
knives and forks, together with a pair of
Sheffield plated bon bon dishes and a quantity
of silver plated flatware (parcel)
£100-150
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83.
Of railway interest, a set of six North
Western Railway (India) enamelled silver
teaspoons, in a case, together with a set of six
silver teaspoons, in a box (14) £50-80

92.
A small group of Victorian and later
silver and silver plate, including a shell shaped
table salt, a silver mustard spoon, a pair of
silver tongs and more (parcel) £50-80
93.
A modern silver caddy spoon by
Philip Campbell, together with a set of six
George IV coffee spoons by William Suckling
with animal terminals (7) £60-80

84.
A collection of Georgian and later
silver flatware, predominantly Old English
pattern but other variations included, including
tablespoons, soup spoons, teaspoons and
tongs, 33.5 ozt (parcel) £300-500

94.
A George VI period cased silver
dressing table set, together with a small
circular silver photograph frame, two further
frames, six gilt and enamel coffee spoons and
a pair of Royal Worcester porcelain dishes
(parcel) £60-100

100.
A pair of Edwardian silver knife
rests by HA, together with two Art Deco silver
cigarette cases, 10.5 ozt, and a silver plated
and mop handled cased fish eater and server
set (5) £150-250

85.
A 1950s presentation silver cigarette
box, together with three pairs of cufflinks,
a Boy Scout enamelled badge, three further
badges and a key ring in a studs box (parcel)
£50-100
95.
A collection of Edwardian and later
silver and silver plated items, including a pair
of silver shell table salts, a silver filled vase, a
silver and enamel pill box containing a silver
thimble and yellow metal Statue of Liberty
charm marked 14k, a pierced bon bon dish and
more (parcel) £80-120

86.
A collection of silver and silver
plate, including a quantity of plate in cases, a
quantity of scrap silver, and much more, two
boxes (parcel) £80-120

96.
An Edwardian silver capstan inkwell,
having tortoiseshell and inlaid hinged cap,
lacks liner, with black resin base, some denting
£60-100
102.
A Victorian silver tea caddy spoon
by JW, together with a Victorian Irish silver
jam spoon, and a collection of coins including
two Jubilee Head florins, six pences and more
(parcel) £100-150

87.
A vintage Eygptian silver cigarette
case, with ornate engraved designs similar to
a carpet, 12.5cm long and 132g £50-100
88.
A vintage Russian silver belt buckle,
two niello decorated panels united by a dagger
clasp, strike marks punched through, 8.6cm
£50-100
89.
A late Victorian silver vesta case,
having inset compass £50-100
90.
A George V silver pocket tobacco
box from Mappin & Webb, circular form with
squeeze open hinged lid £50-100

101.
A set of twelve 1970s silver Zodiac
spoons by John Pinches, in case with certificate
(14) £100-150

97.
A George V silver bread basket by D
& J W, circular with pierced sides and leaf rim
and lower rim, London 1913, 15,8 ozt
£150-250
98.
A George V silver milk jug George
Nathan & Ridley Hayes, helmet shaped with
ear shaped handle on oval base, Chester 1929,
6 ozt £80-120

103.
An Art Deco period silver dish by
Kemp Brothers, circular with pierced sides on
four supports, London 1934, 7.2 ozt £60-80
104.
A George V silver comport, possibly
by Jacob Rozenzweig, 4.3 ozt £60-80
105.
A pair of novelty continental white
metal cruets, each of the salt cellars modelled
as an open mouthed fish, one with red glass
eyes, the other with green eyes, damaged to
screw fit cap, bearing strike marks, 40.6g (2)
£70-100
106.
A set of six cased late 19th or early
20th century continental silver gilt coffee
spoons, having ornate stems and terminals
in the Baroque taste, bearing strike marks,
together with a BBC Antiques Roadshow
valuation ticket (8) £60-100

91.
A 1970s silver brandy balloon by
ATC, together with a George V small silver
cigarette case and a modern silver mounted
inkwell on stand with a fountain pen (5)
£100-150
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99.
An Edwardian silver coffee pot by
Walker & Hall, traditional form with gadrooned
lower and applied black handle and finial, 25
ozt, Sheffield 1901 £220-280

107.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver plated items, including a part cased
canteen of cutlery, two tankards, flatware,
together with a Bohemiam flashed glass
decanter, AF (parcel) £50-100
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108.
A 1970s silver tankard from Garrard
& Co, London 1977, engraved Timothy, 11.5 ozt
£120-180

113.
A small group of Victorian and later
silver and silver plate, including a circular box
with hinged lid, a set of three circular table
salts, and more (parcel) £150-250

109.
An Art Deco period silver sugar
caster by D&F, together with a Victorian silver
plated coffee pot, a silver plated sauce boat
from Mappin & Webb and an antique pewter
tankard (4) £60-100

110.
A Victorian silver and tortoiseshell
tray by William Comyns, octagonal shell panel
mounted with pierced rococo theme rim and
on four feet, 17.5cm £120-180

114.
A collection of Victorian and later
silver and silver plated items, including three
silver dessert spoons and a fork, various silver
teaspoons, toegther with a part canteen of
Kings pattern plated flatware, a twin handled
tray and more (parcel) £150-250

118.
A collection of Georgian and
later silver teaspoons, mostly fiddle pattern
examples, some brightcut and others, together
with a pair of George III table spoons and four
mustard spoons, and a pair of tongs, 18 ozt
(parcel) £200-300

119.
A large collection of silver plated
items, including a four piece tea set, five small
tankards, an Edwardian sweetmeat dish with
glass liner, two table salts also with glass liners,
two cruets sets, AF, a pair of basting spoons,
and more (parcel) £100-200
Objets d’Art

111.
A late 18th century continental
silver marriage bowl, the twin handled oval
lobed bowl having engraved family crest,
bearing strike marks, 222g, dented to base
£100-200

115.
A George V silver jewellery casket,
with serpentine front on four scroll supports,
engine turned stripes to hinged lid opening to
reveal blue velvet to well with ring holders
£150-250

120.
A late 19th century Indian elephant,
the ebony form with silver decoration and
mounted with semi-precious stones £50-100
121.
An Edwardian silver tobacco box,
marked Chester 1904, together with a large
conical cut glass scent bottle with silver cap,
a silver compact and a gilt white metal and
enamel cigarette case (4) £80-120

116.
A George V silver jewellery casket
by SB, having bow front, engraved EP to hinged
lid opening to reveal velvet well £120-180
112.
A Victorian silver bachelors teapot
by S&I, lid AF, together with a silver sugar basin
by John Cockburn, a tea strainer on stand and
an Art Deco silver cigarette box (6)
£150-250

117.
A collection of silver and silver
plated items, including an oval tray marked
900 and with inscription for British Consort in
Columbia, also an ashtray marked 900 and a
set of three serving items, possibly silver, along
with an Art Deco Walker & Hall dessert set in
case, a part canteen and more (parcel)
£200-300

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Pric

122.
A fine Art Deco period 18ct gold and
faux tortoiseshell cigarette case from Asprey
& Co, with slide hinge mechanism, hallmarked
London 1929 £300-500
123.
Two modern handbags, one larger
by Nina Ricci and one smaller blue example by
Guerlain with dust cover (3) £50-100
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124.
A vintage Indian white metal parasol
handle, the probably silver grip having ornate
raised scrolling foliage with two birds, 21.5cm
and 92.5g £50-100

132.
A late Victorian silver circular pocket
tobacco box by George Unite, together with
three late 19th century carved ivory French
match strike cups from Dieppe (4) £60-80

141.
A Victorian tortoiseshell and pique
work purse, AF, together with a Tartan Ware
needle case and an inlaid sewing item, a silver
and emamel hat pin finial, and a large agate
brooch, AF (5) £60-100

133.
An Art Deco hunting interest
cocktail stick set, the hardstone base with
chromed support for six dog head sticks and
having rucumbent fox below, AF (7) £60-80

125.
A Victorian green glass scent bottle,
with stopper and white metal, probably silver
cap, together with a cut glass scent with silver
collar, a silver hair brush and hand mirror and
an Edwardian glass scent with silver surround
(5) £80-120
126.
A group of gold leaf and other artists
items, five books with gold leaf, two bottles
with gold paint and several brushes (parcel)
£50-100
127.
An Edwardian silver belt, with
circular and shaped links, Birmingham 1902,
by H&T, together with an Indian silver panel or
nurse’s style belt buckle (3) £80-120
128.
A vintage sterling marked evening
purse, together with a vintage brown leather
handbag (2) £50-80

134.
An Edwardian silver vesta case, the
match case dated Chester 1908, and having
engraved lady holding banner marked Hurrah
For Women Suffrage £100-150
135.
Two Art Nouveau period silver and
enamelled hat pins, each with a tudor rose
finial (2) £50-80

142.
A Napoleonic War period bone
alphabet set, each rectangular piece with
black upper and lower case letter to each side,
varying sizes approx 1.8cm high and appears to
be two of each (parcel) £100-200
143.
A late 19th century Italian copper
plaque, depicting street scene with soldiers
and man kneeling in the foreground, further
battle scene to lower, marked to reverse, 8.8cm
£50-100

136.
A small folding Chinese scent bottle,
together with a set of six dress studs in a case,
a small brass nut shaped case, two bracelets
and a silver and ivorine Art Deco style pendant
on chain (6) £60-80
137.
A George V 9ct gold size 7 thimble
by Charles Horner, marked Chester 1920, 3.9g
£60-80
144.
An antique hardwood and iron grain
scoop, together with a small collection of coins
including a 1977 French 50 Francs and more
(parcel) £50-100

129.
An Art Deco period Japanese carved
bone Inro, together with a late 19th century
Chinese carved ivory pendant on chain and a
brooch (3) £100-150

138.
An early 20th century 9ct gold and
enamelled telescopic pencil by S. Morden &
Co £120-180

130.
Two Chinese glass scent bottles,
with internally printed designs, together with
a Chinese cloisonne bead necklace (3) £60-80

139.
A late Victorian silver nurse’s belt
buckle and other items, including a Yard O
Led pencil in case, a cloisonne bead necklace,
a mop necklace, a red stone necklace, a 10c
marked watch clasp and more (parcel) £80-120

131.
Two Victorian glass and silver
capped scent bottles, both with hinged caps,
one lacks stopper (3) £70-100

140.
A group of Victorian and later pens
and pencils, including an S. Mordan & Co pencil
holder, a gilt Cross propelling pencil, together
with a plated cigar cutter in a pigskin case and
a mop handled desk seal (13) £100-200
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145.
An antique bone vanity mirror,
the oval hinged case swing opening to reveal
circular mirror, one side with hunting scene,
the other with initial M, 6.9cm £50-80
146.
Three Victorian and later silver
handled letter openers, each varying in style
(3) £60-80
147.
A Victorian carved bone dagger in
sheaf letter opener, together with a collection
of 19th century to Art Deco period carved bone
and other items (parcel) £50-100

148.
An early 20th century ebony and
quill casket box, inlaid with porcupine quills
and opening to reveal panel marked Ceylon,
together with a modern Chinese box with
carved soapstone panel (2) £50-80
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149.
A 1960s rolled gold Parker fountain
pen in case, together with another example in
a box, a 1970s parker fountain pen in box, a
Super Harmonica in box, AF, a magnifying glass,
ruler, thermometer, cheroot holder and tongs
(parcel) £50-100
150.
A Victorian parasol, having wooden
effect shaft and purple shade with a carved
ivory and gold plated mount handle £50-100
157.
A collection of South African and
other World stamps, focussing quite a lot
on South Africa and other African nations,
including several stockbooks and some loose
examples, also a good USA stockbook and
more (parcel) £150-250

151.
An antique lead crucifix relic, one
arm snapped off, 10.4cm, a damaged bronze
pin, in envelope marked Roman pin from
Tunisia, together with two seals, several wax
and other seals, a wooden box and a silver
hand mirror and hairbrush (parcel) £80-120
152.
An early 20th century Middle
Eastern white metal box, the small intricate
filigree wirework box with hinged lid, 9.5cm
£50-80

158.
A collection of 1970s and later Train
and Railway related stamps and First Day
Covers, some in albums and some loose, also
several coin covers and more (parcel) £60-100
159.
A Simplex Album, containing some
19th century British and World representation,
together with a similar notebook and loose
leaves, some loose stamps and a quantity of
cigarette cards (parcel) £50-100

164.
Four folders of modern Royal Mail
Presentation Packs and other sets, from the
1990s and 2000s (4) £120-180
165.
A diverse collection of stamps and
other related items, including a folder of FDCs
from 1966-74, two Royal Wedding Stanley
Gibbons albums, a Windsor Album, a folder
with The World’s Great Fairy Tales First Day
Cover Collection, and much more (parcel)
£80-120
166.
A collection of modern Royal Mail
Definitive and Presentation Packs, approx 80,
together with a Penny Black Anniversary Book
and two other sets (parcel) £60-100
167.
Three WWI embroidered postcards,
together with a small collection of similar
period greetings cards (parcel) £50-80
168.
A collection of modern Bristish mint
stamps and First Day Covers, folder of FDCs,
two stock books of mint British stamps, a
mixed folder of mint stamps and FDCs and a
folder of mint sets, now loose (parcel)
£60-100

153.
A pair of early 20th century silver
and enamel hatpins, together with a matching
silver and enamel belt buckle by L&S (3)
£60-80
Stamps, Postcards & Postage
154.
A collection of 20th century British
and World stamps, loose and in two albums
(parcel) £50-80
155.
A large collection of World stamps,
presented alphabetically in 18 stockbooks,
mostly circualated examples, well worth a look
through (18) £200-300

160.
A collection of stamps and stamp
collecting presentation items, including a
folder of mint pairs, along with British and
World stamps in other books, and several
vacant stockbooks and presentation pages
(parcel) £100-150

169.
A collection of World stamps and
First Day Covers, including two stock books
with mint stamps from around the world,
smaller stock book with Cyprus examples, a
partially filled Birds folder, an album of mint
stamps with mostly GB examples but with
some other coutries and an envelope with
some German contents (parcel) £50-100
170.
Nine stockbooks of British and
European stamps, including two British
examples with some Victorian representation,
a Dutch stockbook and others, well worth a
look through (9) £60-100
171.
A collection of World stamps,
including nine stockbooks, one dedicated to
USA, another to Australia, an all world example
and others, along with a wallet of loose stamps
(parcel) £60-100

161.
A collection of Royal Mail Special
Stamp sets, most unopened, dating from the
1980s to 2000s (22) £100-150
156.
A large collection of modern
Definitive and Mint stamps and First Day
Covers, presented in 9 albums and several
loose, most sets with their related FDC (parcel)
£250-350

162.
A collection of First Day Covers,
dating from 1974 onwards, in ten folders (10)
£80-120
163.
Three folders of Royal Mail
Presentation Packs and Mint Sets, dating from
1971 onwards (3) £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

172.
A collection of modern stamps
and coin covers and more, including a folder
titled History of Flight Bicentinnial Collection,
another titled The Great Britain Collection,
along with loose many loose folder pages with
coins, coin covers and stamps (parcel) £80-120
173.
A 1970s album of flown and signed
RAF and related covers, themed with Squads
and Specials, most signed with single and some
multiples £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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181.
A collection of stamps and other
items, including two vintage albums, some
modern mint examples, a group of postcards,
playing cards, and a silver watch chain and two
silver fobs (parcel) £70-100
182.
A collection of British and World
stamps and First Day Covers, including approx
160 GB covers, an album of Australian covers,
other covers and loose stamps and more
(parcel) £100-200
174.
Two albums of 1970s and 1980s
flown and signed aircraft covers, relating to Air
Display and Co-Ordinated series, most covers
signed (2) £100-200

183.
A collection of train related stamps
and First Day covers and other stamps, some
mint examples, along with a box of loose
stamps (parcel) £50-80
184.
A collection of stamps and First Day
Covers, including a quantity relating to Princess
Diana, four folders of FDCs, and a quantity of
Post Office advertising flyers, in three boxes
(parcel) £80-120

192.
A collection of world stamps,
presented in two stockbooks and a Simplex
album, some 19th century and up to current
postage (3) £100-150
193.
A collection of British and World
stamps, in five albums and some loose,
Victorian to Elizabeth II (parcel) £50-100
194.
A collection of stamps and First
Day Covers, including a Mike Bannister signed
Concorde cover in frame, and more, along with
several bank notes (parcel) £50-100
195.
A group of modern Royal Mail Mint
Presentation sets, approx 32 in album sleeves,
together with a collection of coins (parcel)
£50-80

185.
Three albums of stamps, including
a GB example, a New Zealand and Germany
dedicated abum and one other (3) £50-100
175.
Two albums of 1970s and 1980s
flown and signed aircraft covers, relating
to Historic Aviator Series and an album with
Mosquito Aircraft museum examples (2)
£100-200
176.
A 1970s and 1980s album of signed
aircraft covers, the flown and signed covers
relating to Test Pilots and Famous Firsts
£50-100
177.
Two albums of 1970s and 1980s
aircraft covers, one with signed examples
relating to Royal Airforces Escaping Society, the
other with unsigned First Series and Specials
(2) £60-100
178.
A collection of British stamps,
including many 1980 London Stamp Exhition
mini sheets, several Christmas books, loose
album pages of mint and used stamps, an
album of British stamps and an album with
British and Commonwealth examples (Parcel)
£100-200

186.
A collection of 1970s and 1980s First
Day Covers £50-80
187.
A vintage Lincoln stamp album, with
some 19th century and later GB and world
stamps £50-100
188.
A 1975 Apollo Space Mission
commemorative coin and cover set, together
with a folder with Great Britons Medallic First
Day Covers (2) £50-70
189.
A vintage stamp album, with some
good 19th century stamps from various
countries, along with up to c1940s, green
album £60-100
190.
A collection of British stamps,
partially completed in two Windsor Albums,
together with a stockbook of Victorian to
modern stamps and some overseas (3)
£50-100

196.
A collection of signed Concorde
and Aviation First Day Covers, approx 40,
with signatures from pilots, captains, and
VIP personnel, together with an unframed
Concorde print titled Speedbird signed in
pencil by Anthony Cowland (parcel) £150-250
197.
A collection of British and World
stamps, including a GB album, two further
albums, along with a box of Turkish / Cyprus
First Day Covers, other FDCs and stamps, some
postcard and more (parcel) £50-100
198.
Two Rapid stamp albums, with some
early 20th century to 1960s examples from
around the world (2) £50-70
Coins, Medallions & Bank Notes
199.
Two folders of British coins,
predominantly modern with approx 40 two
pounds, 40 one pounds, 50ps and more, some
earlier coinage including a Georgian half penny
token and more (2) £50-100
200.
A modern Royal Mint Classic model
of a Janvier Reducing Machine, limited to 395
models, in box with booklet and photograph
frame £50-100

179.
A collection of world stamps,
including two Australian albums mostly filled
from the 1960s onwards but some earlier, also
other stockbooks and a GB album (parcel)
£100-200
180.
A collection of 1980s Benham First
Day Covers, mostly Royal, in wooden box,
together with five replica war medals and
more (parcel) £50-80
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

191.
A collection of stamps and postcards
and coins, including an album of stamp books,
a quantity of mint stamp presentation packs,
two folders of PHQ postcards, and more
(parcel) £100-200
201.
A collection of Victorian and later
coins, including three Jubilee Head crowns,
some pre-1946 examples, and more, together
with a silver plated cigarette case in box
(parcel) £80-120
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202.
A pair of Queen Victoria full
sovereigns, dated 1899, VF (2) £400-600
208.
A collection of Georgian and later
coins, including a Jubilee Head crown, worn,
an 1880 half crown brooch, a cartwheel penny
and more (parcel) £100-200
203.
An Edward VII full and half
sovereign, both dated 1910, VF (2) £300-500

204.
Three George V half sovereigns, two
dated 1911, one tarnished, the other 1914, VF
(3) £300-500

212.
A 1980s Royal Mint “The
Royal Marriage” silver proof crowns
“Commemorative Coin Collection”, the 16
overseas 28g coins in capsules and presentation
case and celebrating Prince Charles and Diana
Spencer’s wedding £150-250
213.
A 1980s Royal Mint cased UK One
Pound Silver Proof Piedfort Collection set,
together with a Royal Mint Kiribati 1979 coin in
case and four proof sets (6) £60-100

209.
A Benham The Sovereign Collection
Queen Mother commemorative cover, in
presentation folder, with certificate and 1928
full gold sovereign £200-300
214.
A George III spade gold guinea, fifth
head, dated 1789, VF, 8.4g £200-300

205.
An Edward VII full sovereign, dated
1908, VF £200-300
210.
A Benham The Sovereign Collection
Royal Golden Wedding commemorative
cover, in presentation folder, with certificate
and 1958 full gold sovereign £200-300

215.
A George III spade gold guinea
pendant, the 1793 coin with applied bale,
worn, 9g, together with a Maria Theresa thaler
(2) £200-300
216.
A Royal Mint 1996 UK Silver
Anniversary silver proof seven coin set, in
case, together with four 1977 silver proof
crowns, a 1980 Queen Mother silver proof
crown and a 1983 silver proof piedfort one
pound coin, all cased (7+) £70-100

206.
Two George V half sovereigns, dated
1911 and 1912, VF (2) £200-300

211.
A Benham The Sovereign Collection
Diana Princess of Wales commemorative
cover, in presentation folder, with certificate
and 1981 full gold sovereign £200-300
207.
A George V full sovereign, dated
1911, VF £200-300

217.
A collection of British coins,
presented in three albums and loose, with
some Georgian, Victorian and 20th century
representation, with some pre-1946 examples,
copper and more (parcel) £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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226.
A small collection of coins, including
a 1929 wreath crown, VF, a US 1926 dollar, an
1871 Spanish 5 pesatas, and more (parcel)
£50-100

233.
Three Fuad I 50 Piastres gold coins,
each 4.2g and VF-EF (3) £350-420
218.
A collection of modern silver proof
and white metal coins and medallions,
including 15 New Zealand dollars from the
1980s, along with other cased silver and proof
coins (parcel) £150-250
219.
A collection of British and World
proof and other coins, including sets and
single coins with UK, Jersey, New Zealand and
other countries represented (parcel) £50-100

227.
An Edward VII half sovereign, dated
1905, VF £100-150
234.
A pair of Fuad I 50 Piastres gold
coins, both 4.2g, VF -EF(2) £240-300

220.
Five 1980s New Zealand silver proof
dollar coins, in cases, together with two cupronickel NZ dollars and a proof set (8) £50-80
221.
A collection of British and other
coins, including a good 1936 wreath crown, a
1951 example, three white metal thaler style
medallions, and more (parcel) £50-80
222.
A collection of world coins and bank
notes, together with several collectors GB coin
folders, partially filled (parcel) £50-80

228.
A George V half sovereign, dated
1914, VF £100-150
229.
A collection of coins, including part
1951 Festival of Britain proof set in blue box,
lacks three coins, along with two 1951 crowns
in green boxes, a wooden box of three pences,
and some Victorian and later coinage (parcel)
£60-100

235.
A collection of British coins and
bank notes, including a quantity of pre-1946
half crowns, florins, six and three pences, along
with later coinage, four sequential one pound
notes and one other, together with several
world bank notes (parcel) £150-250
236.
A collection of world coins and bank
notes, with some British represenation from
Victorian to decimal (parcel) £50-80

223.
A collection of British coinage,
including pre-1946 half crowns, florins, shillings
and more, along with some copper (parcel)
£200-300

230.
A group of 13 British and other
coins, including a George III 1787 shilling, an
1887 crown and shilling, an 1889 double florin,
a 1902 crown, a 1923 US dollar, two 1935
crowns, a 1937 crown, a 1943 Canada 50 cents,
and a 1948, 1949 and 1953 South African 5
shillings (13) £100-200

237.
A collection of world coins and bank
notes, including a 1935 crown, a quantity of
pennies, along with several crowns and various
coinage and tourist bank notes (parcel)
£100-150

231.
A Maria Theresa thaler, together
with a 1964 US half dollar and 1971 dollar, and
two British crowns (5) £20-30
224.
A 1970s “The Stamps of Royalty”
silver ingot set, in wooden case, with certificate
and sheet £120-180

232.
A pair of Fuad I 50 Piastres gold
coins, first issued in 1923, both 4.2g, VF-EF (2)
£240-300

238.
A collection of British and American
and World coins, including three 1961
Mexican un pesos, an 1873 French 5 Francs,
an 1875 Belgium 5 Francs, and more, along
with a folder of coin FDCs, a silver Prince of
Wales medallion in case, and a gold plated
silver Tristan Da Cunha five pound coin in case
(parcel) £100-150

225.
An early 19th century French 20
Francs gold coin, dated 1812, A mint mark,
6.4g, VF £150-250
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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250.
Two Queen Anne shillings, one
1707, VF-EF, and one 1709, VF (2) £60-100
251.
Six George III and one George IV
shillings, one 1816, two 1817, two 1819, one
1820 and an 1825 example, some EF (7)
£80-120
239.
A collection of British coins, including
a drilled 1802 third guinea, 2.7g, a group of
Victorian coinage such as an 1844 crown, F-VF,
and 1889 example, F-VF, and other coins, also
an 1828 marked moon calendar token (parcel)
£100-200

245.
A large collection of 20th century
world coins, together with some bank notes
from the UK and around the globe, also an
1882 US dollar, possibly a restike, a silver gilt
pendant in a case and much more (parcel)
£100-200
252.
Eight Victorian pennies, including an
1853, 1854, 1855, two 1857, an 1862, and a
1901, some good examples, VF-EF (8) £80-120
253.
Two George II shillings, dated 1739
and 1758, VF-EF (2) £60-100

240.
A Victorian full sovereign, dated
1889, with Jubilee Head, Sydney Mint mark,
VF-EF £200-300

246.
An interesting collection of Roman
and other ancient coins, appears to have come
from a well annotated collection as many hand
written discs, the coins range in date and sizes,
and really should be viewed in person (parcel)
£300-500

254.
Four Victorian florins and three
Victorian half crowns, including an 1864
Gothic florin, VF, and an 1881 example, F, and
an 1888 and 1901 florin, VF, with an 1890,
1897 and 1897 half crowns (7) £60-100
255.
A collection of Georgian and later
farthings, with examples from the reign of
George III, George IV and William IV, VF-EF (14)
£60-100
256.
Six good Georgian copper coins,
including a 1797 cartwheel two pence, an 1806
and 1807 penny, a 1799, 1806 and 1806 half
pennies (6) £50-80

241.
An Edward VII full sovereign, dated
1909, with Sydney Mint mark, VF-EF £200-300
242.
Four 1960s Italian religious
medallions, including two matching pairs,
one in silver and one bronze, with cases and
pouches (8) £50-100

247.
A collection of hammered and other
antique coins, including a Charles I three
pence, a James I 1604 six pence (13) £100-200

243.
A quantity of George VI coins,
mostly post 1946 (parcel) £50-80
257.
A collection of 14 good six pences,
including a William III 1696 example, a George
II 1757, along with George III and Victorian
examples (14) £80-120

248.
A collection of antique and 20th
century coins and tokens, including a George
II 1758 six pence, VF-EF, a George III One Stiver
and others, and more (parcel) £100-200
244.
A collection of British coins,
presented in two folders and in a cash tin,
some pre-1946 silver and many modern
crowns, together with some world coinage and
a Canadian proof set with a silver dollar and
more (parcel) £300-500

249.
An interesting accumulation of
metal detector and dig finds, including Roman
and antique coins, various small Roman bronze
items, some fragments of pottery, various sized
shots and pellets and much more (parcel)
£80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

258.
A group of nine 13th and 14th
century pennies, with examples from the
reigns of Edward I, II and III, and Henry III (9)
£80-120
259.
Seven George V half crowns, all
VF-EF, with dates for 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917,
1918, and 1923 and 1928 (7) £60-100
260.
Eleven antique coins, including an
Edward III and two Henry VII half groats, a
Charles I shilling and four rose copper farthings,
a James I farthing, an Elizabeth I three-half
pence and two pence (11) £80-120

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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261.
A collection of 20th century British
coins, including a 1935, 1937 and 1951 crown,
along with other modern crowns, George VI
and Elizabeth II coinage, along with some sets
and a medal (parcel) £50-80
262.
A collection of 1920s German
Emergency money bank notes, the notgelg
notes presented in a red A4 folder with sleeve,
having examples from Reichmarks and various
provences, varying conditions £80-120

267.
A collection of 16 Victorian
farthings, together with a George IV penny and
half penny dated 1826, and four Victorian half
pennies (22) £50-100
268.
A collection of seven Victorian
and Edward VII shillings, all EF, together with
twelve Edward VII and George V six pences,
also all EF (20) £60-100
Pocket Watches & Timepieces

275.
An Edwardian Goliath pocket
watch, presented in a similar period silver
and tortoiseshell case with damaged front,
together with a gold plated Rotary half hunter
with chain, a Krug Baumen quartz wristwatch,
three other watches and a travel clock (8)
£80-120
276.
A 1940s Bravington’s Renown silver
half hunter pocket watch, appears to run, with
a silver double Albert watch chain £80-120
277.
A late 19th century continental
silver pocket watch by Grinberg Et Reichman,
on a heavy silver watch chain, together with
a Waltham silver pocket watch, a gold plated
Elgin full hunter, a continental lady’s pocket
watch, a plated A.E. tanner example and two
plated chains (7) £80-120

263.
Seven modern Royal Mint UK
Annual and Definitive proof sets, with dates
for 2013, 2015 and 2016, together with a cased
silver prrof two pound and one pound coin,
and two commemorative coins in cases (11)
£100-150

269.
A modern Cartier travel alarm clock,
ref. 7505, the “tank” style case having white
dial with Roman numerals, quartz movement
£120-180
270.
A miniature Edwardian silver travel
or desk timepiece from Mappin & Webb,
rectangular hammer beaten case, not running,
marked London 1901 £60-100
271.
Four Art Deco period pocket
watches, together with a replica Railway
pocket watch (5) £50-70

279.
A Victorian silver pocket watch, AF,
with a plated chain, together with another
silver pocket watch, AF, with silver chain (2)
£50-100

264.
A collection of modern Royal Mint
and other coins, in card mounts, including
some sets, single coins, crowns and more
(parcel) £100-150

272.
Three early 20th century silver
pocket watches, together with a silver watch
chain, two 9ct gold cased lady’s wristwatches,
a silver example and another watch chain, a
box and two watch keys (parcel) £80-120
265.
An album of George V and 20th
century coins, with half crowns, florins,
shillings and six pences, also some Victorian
and later copper and more £100-150

278.
Five Victorian and later pocket
watches, AF, together with a heavy silver watch
chain with compass fob, an Ingersoll pocket
watch, AF, a small gilt watch, and other related
items (parcel) £150-250

280.
An Art Deco period continental
silver pocket watch, marked Philko Watch to
silvered dial with gilt numbers, case heightened
with engraved chequerboard and gold rims
£50-70
281.
An Edwardian chromed Goliath
pocket watch, presented in a silver fronted and
leather watch stand case (2) £60-100

273.
A George V silver fronted Goliath
pocket watch holder, AF, together with a gold
plated full hunter from Thomas Russell, a
pocket watch stand, a magnifying 8 day Goliath
pocket watch and a quartz glass desk clock (5)
£60-80

282.
An Art Deco period Movado silver
and shagreen purse watch, the retractable ray
or shark skin covered sides opening to reveal
a square dial marked Movado Chronometre
Ermeto, marked to reverse and no. 1209791,
lacks winder and not running £200-300
266.
A mixed collection of British and
World coins, including three Westminster
blue boxes with commemorative coins, a
Westminster blue box with British Armed
Forces bank notes, four coin albums, and more
(parcel) £100-150
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

274.
A George III silver full hunter pocket
watch by James McCabe, signed to fusee
movement with no. 6862, case marked for
London 1809, A £150-250

283.
A Victorian jet lady’s watch chain,
made up of a strand of faceted black beads with
hook and watch snap clasp, some damages
£50-100
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284.
An Edwardian period brass carriage
time piece, presented in a travel case, the
clock having enamel dial, case tatty and some
wear to brass, with key (3) £50-100

290.
An early 20th century Tavennes
Watch Co 9ct gold half hunter pocket watch,
hallmarked to front, back and dust covers, 76g
£350-500
285.
A George IV silver open faced
pocket watch by Pitt of London, no. 1536 to
verge movement, London 1829, overall good
condition and appears to run £120-180

Wristwatches
291.
An Art Deco period 9ct gold cased
Cara mid-sized gentleman’s wristwatch,
together with a Longines La Grande Classique
bi-metal gentleman’s wristwatch, an Ingersoll
Obaku, with box and strap, AF, and a Victorian
yellow metal stickpin (6) £50-100

296.
A c1970s Longines Automatic UltraChron stainless steel gentleman’s wristwatch,
35mm case, blue dial with batons and date
aperture, appears to run, on later expanding
strap £150-250
297.
A c1950s Oris mid sized wristwatch,
together with a similar period Ingersoll
stopwatch and a Rotary example (5) £50-70

292.
A c1970s green wristwatch box,
having applied gilt logo for Rolex to lid and inne
r£50-100

286.
A late 19th century continental
silver pocket watch, together a similar period
lady’s example, a chromed Services pocket
watch marked Gatwick, a silver watch chain, a
part silver watch chain, a steel part chain and a
watch key and pouch (8) £100-150

287.
A late Victorian or Edwardian 9ct
gold watch chain, with long and fancy links,
hallmarked, and supporting an 1898 South
African 1/2 pond gold coin, 50g £500-700

293.
Two 1980s Seiko quartz bi-metal
wristwatches, together with a similar Mappin
& Webb example in a box (4) £50-100
298.
A c1970s Omega 9ct gold cased
lady’s wristwatch, on later strap, in orginal box,
together with several other watches (parcel)
£120-180

294.
A 1960s Omega stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, 35mm case with
satin dial having date aperture, manual wind,
appears to run, Omega crown, on later strap
£120-180

299.
A c1970s Omega 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, circular on an integrated mesh
bracelet, 23.8g £200-300

288.
A collection of watches, including an
Oris pocket watch in its box, a Smiths Empire
example, two Ingersoll wristwatches in boxes,
and others (parcel) £50-100

295.
A c1970s Longines 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, together with a Verity 9ct gold
example, 25.5g, and two pairs of earrings, a
single earring and a hand charm (8)
£200-300
289.
A Victorian 18ct gold watch chain,
single Albert with oblong links, T bar and snap
clasp, hallmarked, 17g £300-500

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

300.
A c1970s Tissot T12 automatic
stainless steel wristwatch, in 44mm case
on Tissot stainless steel bracelet, appears to
run, together with a 1960s Smiths De Luxe
wristwatch (2) £100-150
301.
A group of Art Deco and later
wristwatches, including a 9ct gold cased
example, a Benson chromed watch, a Corvette,
and more (14) £60-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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302.
A c1960s Roldor 18ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, in a Roldor box,
together with another Roldor box, a Sterling
wristwatch, a Cimier example, five further
watches and a small gun metal pocket watch
(parcel) £100-150

307.
A c1960s Omega 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, cicular case on 9ct gold bracelet,
21.3g £200-300

312.
A group of six watches, including a
9ct gold lady’s trench style on expanding strap,
21g, an 18ct gold cased Rotary, an Omega
Ladymatic, a Sekonda and a small fob watch,
and a Cortebert automatic stainless steel gents
watch (6) £150-250

303.
Seven
vintage
and
modern
wristwatches, including a Smiths Astral, a
Tidemaster, together with a Smiths pocket
watch, AF (parcel) £50-80

308.
A c1950s Avia 9ct gold cased midsized gentleman’s wristwatch, together with
four modern wristwatches, a 9ct gold necklace,
3.9g, a pair of cufflinks, a tiepin, 1953 half
crown and keyring (parcel) £100-200
304.
A collection of wristwatches,
including an early 20th century 9ct gold cased
lady’s watch, two further examples and other
vintage and modern watches, along with a
Services box, a Smiths Empire box and four
other boxes (parcel) £80-120

305.
A c1970s Omega 9ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 34mm case,
baton numerals and date aperture, appears
to run, plain back, overall good condition, on
black leather strap £150-250

306.
Two 9ct gold lady’s wristwatches
and other watches, a Rotary and a Vertex, both
with 9ct gold expanding strap, 25.2g, together
with a silver pocket watch and another pocket
watch, several parts of silver watch chains, a
Seiko quartz, four other watches, a 9ct gold
cross and a medallion in a case (parcel)
£250-350
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313.
A c1960s Vertex Revue 9ct gold
lady’s wristwatch, 17g, in original box (2)
£120-180

309.
A modern Ciro silver and paste set
lady’s cocktail wristwatch, together with a
Bernex stainless steel example (2) £50-80

310.
A c1960s Ancre 18ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, square case on a retro link
bracelet, 34.4g £400-600

314.
Seventeen vintage and modern
wristwatches, including a BWC with black dial,
appears to run, a Smiths Astral, two Citizen’s, a
Swatch and a large Sekonda, together with 11
ladies watches (17) £80-120
315.
An Omega stainless steel strap,
numbered 1223 / 214 £60-100

311.
An early 20th century 9ct gold
lady’s wristwatch, having guilloche enamel
dial within circular case on an expanding strap,
appears to run, with box (2) £150-200

316.
A c1960s Certina 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, circular case on now damaged 9ct
gold strap, 15g £100-150
317.
A modern Omega black leather box,
with buff coloured felt interior £50-80
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318.
A c1990s Rolex Osyter Perpetual
Date stainless steel wristwatch, ref. 15210,
34mm case, white dial with Roman numerals
and date aperture, appears to run, Oyster
crown, serial no. T463918, overall good
condition, some minor denting, together with
a Rolex stainless steel strap no. 76350, lacks lug
support, in very good condition (2) £1200-1800

319.
A modern Accurist quartz 9ct gold
gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 31mm
case with batons and date aperture having
integrated 9ct gold strap, 46g £250-350

322.
A c1980s Omega Constellation
quartz 9ct gold gentleman’s wristwatch,
circular 34 mm case, baton numerals,
movement no. 43 053994, not tested, rear
cover no. 191 8649, having integrated 9ct gold
smooth mesh link bracelet, 62g, overall good
£500-800

323.
A 1970s Omega Constellation
Chronometer Electronic F300 Hz 18ct gold
cased gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 36mm
case, baton numerals and date aperture, rear
cover no. 198 003, movement no. 32874369,
overall good, presented on a 9ct gold mesh link
bracelet, 82.4g £600-800

326.
A c1970s Omega Constellation
Automatic Chronometer 18ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 35mm case,
silvered dial with batons and date aperture,
rear cover no.s 1695004 273432, engraved
H.E. Means Upwell, movement no. 20390099,
appears to run, on later yellow metal strap,
75.5g £600-800

327.
A collection of 12 wristwatches,
including a Seiko 5 automatic in gilt case, a
Seiko Kinetic, on later strap, a Seiko quartz
chronograph, on later strap, a Seiko strap for
previous watch, a Lorus Titanium on a later 9ct
gold strap, and others (13) £100-200
328.
Two c1980s Tissot stainless steel
gentlemens wristwatches, including a PR 516
on stainless steel bracelet, appears to run, and
a Siderai Automatic, not running, leather strap
AF (2) £60-80

320.
A c1960s Girard-Perregaux 9ct
gold cased gentleman’s wristwatch, circular
33mm case with batons to dial, appears to run,
manual wind movement, on black leather strap
£100-200

324.
A c1970s Omega Constellation
Automatic Chronometer 18ct gold cased
gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 34mm case,
baton numerals and date aperture, rear cover
no.s 14393/94 SC-5 373589, good condition,
movement no. 19410726, appears to run, on
later brown leather strap £500-700

329.
A c1980s Raymond Weil quartz gold
plated gentleman’s wristwatch, together with
a Garrard gold plated and stainless steel quartz
example (2) £50-70
330.
A c1970s MuDu Super Automatic gilt
and stainless steel gentleman’s wristwatch,
together with two similarly aged Oris gents
watches (3) £50-70
331.
A group of five retro and modern
gentlemens wristwatches, including a gilt
Citizen automatic, an Orient, a Rotary, a Seiko
and Seiko digital (5) £60-80

321.
A c1960s Omega automatic 18ct
gold gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 34mm
case, baton numerals and date aperture, back
cover marked 1011 and 162044, appears to
run, 24 jewel movement no. 32953648, with
integrated smooth mesh bracelet, AF, 77g
£1000-1500

325.
A c1970s Omega Constellation
Automatic Chronometer stainless steel
gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 34mm
case, gold coloured dial with baton numerals
and date aperture, rear cover no. 166041,
movement no. 24324777, appears to run,
overall good, on a later £300-500
332.
A 1970s Rotary 9ct gold wristwatch,
on a 9ct gold strap, 14.5g £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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338.
A 1970s Jaquet-Droz automatic gold
plated gentleman’s wristwatch, 35mm case
with stainless steel rear cover, batons and
date window to dial, appears to run, on brown
leather strap £50-80

333.
A vintage Rotary 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, 14.4g, in box, together with a
9ct gold cased Art Deco example, lacks strap,
8g, and three modern ladies fashion watches
(parcel) £120-180

339.
Two Rotary 9ct gold ladies
wristwatches, of differing ages, both with 9ct
gold bracelets, 32.2g £200-300
340.
A 1970s Omega De Ville Quartz gold
plated lady’s wristwatch, on a later expanding
strap, with Omega red clam style case (2)
£50-70

334.
An Art Deco style Tavennes 9ct gold
cased gentleman’s wristwatch, rectangular
case, 15 jewel movement, on brown leather
strap, appears to run £100-150

335.
An Art Deco style Hampden gold
plated automatic wristwatch, square case with
Arabic numerals to dial, 17 jewel movement,
appears to run, on black strap £100-150

336.
A 1950s Tudor 9ct gold cased mid
size gentleman’s wristwatch, circular 30mm
case, Arabic numerals and subsiduary dial,
engraved to rear case, manual wind, appears
to run, on later brown leather strap £400-600

337.
A 1970s Avia 9ct gold lady’s
wristwatch, oval case with integrated 9ct gold
strap, 15.8g £120-180
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345.
A 1940s Rotary Maximus mid sized
9ct gold cased gentleman’s wristwatch, lacks
strap and overwound, together with a Rotary
9ct gold cased lady’s example with damaged
expanding strap (2) £100-150
Jewellery
346.
A collection of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold wedding band, three gold plated
lockets, a silver Mizpah brooch and more in a
musical jewellery box (parcel) £80-120

341.
A c1980s Seiko Diver’s Automatic
stainless steel wristwatch, ref. 6217 8000
T, 37mm case, dial marked Water 150 Proof
Diashock 17 Jewels, appears to run, lacks strap
£50-80

342.
An early 20th century Rolex 9ct gold
trenchstyle lady’s wristwatch, circular case,
27mm, with silvered dial, marked Rolex to
outer cover, appears to run, on later expanding
strap, 19g £150-250

347.
A collection of 9ct gold and yellow
metal jewellery, most items are hallmarked,
including a heavy flattened link necklace, an
ingot, several signet and other rings, AF, a lock
on chain and more, 100g (parcel) £1000-1500
348.
A collection of jewellery and
watches, including an Art Deco 9ct gold cased
lady’s watch, two Seiko’s and a gents Sekonda,
along with a Blue John hardstone brooch and
other paste and costume jewellery (parcel)
£60-80

343.
A 1970s Excalibur 9ct gold expanding
watch strap, AF, 31.4g £150-250

349.
A small group of gold and other
jewellery, including a 9ct gold and ruby and
CZ ring, an unmarked gold ring with two white
sapphires but lacking central stone, together
with a necklace and earrings (parcel) £120-180

344.
A 1960s Jaeger Le Coultre 9ct gold
lady’s cocktail dress wristwatch, the wide
mesh bracelet housing a circular dial, no. 8741
to reverse with winder, appears to run, 41.2g
and with safetly chain £400-600

350.
A pair of Art Deco 18ct gold and
enamel cufflinks, oval panels with blue and
white guilloche and centred by a seed pearl,
joined by chains to cigar shaped backs, 7g, with
a vintage box (3) £150-250
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351.
An Arts & Crafts gold and hardstone
signet ring, 2.2g and size L and with vintage
ring box (2) £60-80

359.
A Middle Eastern yellow metal and
coral child’s ring, marked 750, 4.5g and size H
£60-80

352.
A collection of jewellery and other
items, including a silver cigarette box, a pocket
watch, two compacts, a cameo pendant,
souvenir and costume jewellery (parcel)
£100-150

360.
A 9ct gold signet ring, with a green
glass shield shaped panel, chipped, reglued,
engraved to inner, 7g and size P £50-70

364.
A collection of jewellery and
watches, including a 9ct gold bracelet, 8.7g, a
pair of 9ct gold opal and ruby earrings, some
silver and costume jewellery and several lady’s
wristwatches (parcel) £150-250

365.
A 1980s 18ct gold and ten stone
diamond ring, with 1ct of brilliant cuts with
scroll tablet, 5.4g and size N £150-250
353.
A 1960s yellow metal and
tourmaline cocktail dress ring, the bulbous
head set with round cut green stones, marked
750, 3.3g and size M, together with a 9ct gold
and silver paste set ring (2) £100-150
354.
An Art Deco period five stone
diamond ring, set in platinum and on 18ct gold
band, size L and 1.7g £80-120

361.
A group of Victorian and 20th
century jewellery, including an 18ct gold and
three stone ring, 3.2g, a 9ct gold watch chain,
6.7g, a 9ct gold eternity ring, 1.7g, a 9ct gold
locket on gilt chain, a 9ct gold and cameo
brooch, and other items (parcel) £150-200
366.
An Art Deco period three stone
diamond engagement ring, platinum settings
for transitional brilliant cuts, centre stone
0.39ct, and 0.27ct either side, on an 18ct gold
band, 4.2g with ring sizer £400-600

355.
A large collection of costume
jewellery, mostly fashion necklaces and
bangles and more, over 7.5kg (parcel) £80-120

356.
A modern 18ct gold emerald and
diamond half hoop eternity ring, set with
seven stones, 6g and size S £150-250

362.
An Art Deco diamond dress ring,
target style tablet centrally set with an old cut
and surrounded by a mix of old and brilliant
cuts, marked Plat to inner, 5.3g and size N
£200-300

367.
A small collection of jewellery,
including a purple stone in leaf pendant
mount, a damaged gold lady’s watch, a pretty
paste ring, a cameo of lady and dog, a silver
lady’s pocket watch, and more (parcel)
£100-150

357.
A modern glass and gilt “pompom
Muguet” dress ring by Lalique, having eleven
applied flower head beads, stamped Lalique
and with strike mark, with Lalique box and
receipt from 1999 (3) £60-100

363.
A 1960s gold and gem set cocktail
dress ring, having a rectangular blue spinel
surrounded by rose cut diamonds, not marked
but probably 14ct gold, 4.3g and size K
£350-450

358.
A collection of hardstone pendants,
each polished stone with bale and chain
necklace, in packets marked with stone names,
in ice cream tub (parcel) £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

368.
A retro gold and hardstone bead
dress ring, the abstract mount set with five
coloured stone beads and a brilliant cut
diamond, 6.7g and size H £70-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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376.
A collection of costume jewellery,
including rings, necklaces, a bracelet with
hardstones and much more (parcel) £60-100

369.
A small group of jewellery, including
a pearl necklace, a pair of gold and rice pearl
earrings, a pair of simulated pearl earrings, a
pair of 14ct gold, coral and onyx earrings, a pair
of garnet earrings and a pair of hoop earrings
with enamel (11) £150-250

377.
A modern 18ct gold and diamond
pendant, modelled as a heart in two sections,
with twin bales, 5g £150-250

385.
Four items of 19th century mourning
jewellery, including a 15ct gold ring with rose
cuts, a enamelled locket with gold and seed
pearl enamelled initials front and glazed hair
panel to reverse, one large and a small brooch,
also an oval panel with lock of hair (5)
£100-200

370.
A collection of costume jewellery,
including necklaces, brooches, rings and more
(parcel) £60-100
371.
A 1970s Middle Eastern yellow
metal seed pearl and turquoise bead cocktail
dress ring, marked 14k, 8.2g and size M
£80-120

386.
Three 1970s and later sapphire
rings, including an 18ct gold cluster, 4.6g, a 9ct
gold example, 2.2g, and a white metal example
(3) £120-180
378.
A late Victorian 18ct gold signet
ring, with vacant shield tablet, hallmarked
Chester 1900, in very good condition, 6.9g
£150-250
379.
A collection of jewellery, including a
9ct gold and CZ cluster ring, a gilt muff chain,
two watch chains and more (parcel) £60-100

372.
A pair of modern aqua marine
earrings, set in white gold mounts (2)
£100-150
373.
A quantity of jewellery making
accessories, including loose beads, earrings
backs, clasps, beads, chain links and more,
along with a quantity of agate panels and
drops, two boxes (parcel) £80-120

380.
A modern platinum and diamond
wedding band, set with seven brilliant cuts,
4.4g and size O £200-300
381.
An Art Deco gold and aqua marine
bar brooch or tie pin, together with a gold and
garnet insect stick pin, with box (3) £60-100
382.
A collection of 36 Siam silver rings,
each with niello panel of various designs, in a
case (37) £60-100

387.
A retro gold and opal dress ring, the
swirling tablet centred with an orange tinged
opal and set with two small brilliant cuts, 4.7g
and size P £70-100
388.
A collection of silver and white
metal rings and other jewellery, various
designs of rings, along with a torsion Mexican
silver necklace, two bangles, necklaces, a
football fob and more (parcel) £80-120

389.
Three gold and gem set rings, one
Art Deco style set with three red stones and
clear stones, another cluster in 9ct gold and a
9ct gold and ruby example, 11.9g (3) £150-250
390.
Two Murano glass bead necklaces,
one with three blown large beads, the other
with two (2) £50-80

374.
A pair of modern novelty 9ct gold
and gem set cufflinks, modelled as a snooker
table and set with precious gems, 10.8g (2)
£250-350

383.
A Victorian gold and garnet dress
ring, central cabochon red stone within garnet
and old cut and eight cut diamond surround,
probably 9ct gold, 3.6g and size P £60-100
375.
A modern platinum and diamond
solitaire ring, the nice colour and clarity 0.2ct
brilliant cut in rubbed over setting, hallmarked,
8.8g and size M £300-500
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384.
A group of silver and white metal
jewellery, including two bracelets, pendants
and more, along with a windmill teaspoon
(parcel) £60-80

391.
A small group of jewellery, including
a 9c marked cameo brooch, and another
similar, a coral bead necklace and a branch
coral necklace, a silver brooch, a Japanese
compact, a hair pin, a silver and butterfly wing
brooch, a hardstone necklace and a cased
compact and cigarette case set (11)
£100-200
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399.
A yellow metal and enamelled ring,
marked 14ct, 3.9g and size N £50-80
400.
Six silver and white metal bangles,
one in the form of a belt, two set with
hardstones, together with a horn pendant
necklace (7) £60-80
392.
Six items of Victorian and later
jewellery, including a silver and resin cameo
marked CH, a 9ct gold and shell cameo brooch,
two further brooches, one boxed, and two
photographic pendants (7) £100-200

401.
An Arts & Crafts silver and mother
of pearl brooch £60-80
402.
A group of eight silver and white
metal rings, in various designs (8)£60-80

409.
A vintage Middle Eastern yellow
metal bracelet, chevron and bead centred
with raised leaf and flower design, marked 750,
31.2g £500-700

403.
A modern silver charm bracelet
from Links of London, muliple rings on elastic
strap with four charms and Links branded band
£50-80

393.
An early 20th century 18ct gold
demantoid and seed pearl cluster ring,
hallmarked Sheffield 1916, 2.7g and size O
£150-250
394.
A collection of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold necklace with pendant set with
clear stones, and other costume jewels, some
in a Japanese lacquered music jewellery box
(parcel) £50-80
395.
A 1970s silver bangle, together with
a pair of gilt lorgnettes (2) £60-80

396.
Two 1970s yellow metal bangles,
both marked 585 for 14ct gold, one plain
circular, the other a thicker oval hinged
example with textured design, 38.5g (2)
£350-450

404.
Two silver charm bracelets, one
heavier curb link chain, both with multiple
charms (2) £50-80
410.
A 1960s white 18ct gold sapphire
and diamond cluster dress ring, oval central
blue stone, slightly loose, surrounded by
brilliant cuts, 6.9g and size K £300-500

405.
A Victorian or Edwardian 9ct gold
gatelink bracelet with heart shaped padlock
clasp, together with a similar age puzzle style
ring, 17.2g (2) £150-200

406.
A 1960s 18ct gold and ruby leaf
shaped brooch, 6.9g, together with a pair of
9ct gold and seed pearl leaf and berry earrings,
3.6g (3) £150-200

411.
A small group of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold and pearl ring, another similar but
with simulated pearl, silver rings, earrings and
three necklaces (parcel) £120-180

397.
A vintage rose quartz bead necklace
and bracelet, together with a small Norwegian
silver gilt and enamel butterfly by JE (3) £60-80
407.
A mid 20th century white gold and
seed pearl necklace, supporting a paste set
cross pendant £100-150

398.
A collection of jewellery, including
a pretty glass mosaic bracelet, a plated Art
Nouveau nurse’s belt buckle, a silver and paste
crown brooch, other brooches and necklaces
(parcel) £70-100

408.
A small collection of jewellery,
including a silver curb link bracelet with two
charms, a spinning hardstone fob seal, and
more, together with a Parker 61 fountain pen
in box (parcel) £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

412.
An Art Deco period emerald dress
ring, the octagonal green stone within a white
metal mount set with clear stones, 4.6g and
size M £700-900

413.
Two interesting late Victorian silver
and enamel brooches, one circular with a pug
dog, 3.4cm, the other rectangular with the
head of dachshund, 3.2cm (2) £300-500

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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427.
A Chinese yellow metal and green
hardstone signet ring, marked 14k, 5.6g and
size L £80-120

414.
A pair of Edwardian paste set
pendant earrings, presented in a W.Phillips
box (3) £200-300

421.
A Victorian 18ct gold and five stone
diamond ring, together with an Art Deco
three stone diamond ring lacking one stone in
platinum on an 18ct gold band, 4.9g (2)
£120-180
428.
A modern 9ct gold peridot and seed
pearl brooch, quatrefoil shaped with four oval
green stones, 4.8g £200-300

415.
A pair of silver Ferrari cufflinks,
having prancing horse and stamped Ferrari to
backs (2) £60-80
416.
A 9ct gold novelty charm, modelled
as a bicycle, stamped to crossbar, 1.7g
£60-80
422.
An 18ct gold twin feather brooch,
set with rubies and diamonds, marked 750, 8g
£300-500
423.
A 1988 piedfort silver one pound
coin, in a pendant mount £50-80

429.
A gold coin bracelet, the round link
chain supporting nine gold coins in mounts,
including an 1880 and a 1931 full sovereign,
an 1872, a 1907 and a 1909 German 10 mark
coins, a Winston Churchill commemortive coin,
1926 Austrian 25 Schilling, and a 1963 Olympic
coin, 85.7g £1500-2000

417.
A modern 18ct white gold diamond
and sapphire pendant and earrings, having
three hoops each centred with a sapphire
drop below flower head bale, supported on a
fine chain, the U shaped earrings also with a
sapphire drop (3) £400-600
424.
A 9ct gold and diamond gentleman’s
signet ring, having square tablet set with nine
brilliant cuts, 12g and size S £350-450

418.
A 14ct gold and diamond crossover
style ring, having two rows of graduating
brilliant cuts, 8.1g and size N £250-350
419.
An Arts & Craft silver and Blue John
brooch, 3.1cm, together with another silver
and Blue John brooch, 3.5cm (2) £60-80
425.
A Victorian 15ct gold bracelet, with
fancy pierced panels and knotted links,19.2g,
with a safety chain £400-600

420.
An Art Deco German silver bracelet,
the pierced panels alternately set with a blue
paste stone or a simulated pearl
£100-150
426.
A retro 18ct gold and gem set
brooch, in the form of a tied bouquet of
flowers and set with emeralds and diamonds,
hallmarked, 12.9g £500-700
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430.
A group of seven gold and yellow
metal items of jewellery, including a bracelet
marked 333, 21.5g, an 18ct gold wedding
band, 3.2g, two 9ct gold rings, 2.7g, a yellow
metal crucifix, 2g, and a damaged 9ct gold ring
and necklace, 8.6g (7) £400-600

431.
An associated suite of gold and
synthetic colour changing Alexandrite jewels,
comprising a pendant necklace, pair of earrings
and a dress ring, in two boxes (6) £100-200
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438.
A late Victorian 18ct gold coral and
diamond five stone ring, 2.7g and size M
£100-150
439.
Ten fashion brooches, including one
by Christian Dior, Christian Lacroix, YSL, Trifari,
Monet and others (10) £60-80
432.
A Victorian gold brooch, in the form
of three leaves and set with seed pearls and
turquoise beads, also with a small seed pearl
flower head with a rose cut diamond, 9.2g
£150-200

440.
A modern 14ct white gold and
ruby dress ring, the tablet set with nine oval
synthetic rubies, 4.5g and size N £80-120

445.
A modern 9ct white gold and
diamond ring, having three brilliant cuts in
split shoulder wishbone mount, 3.6g and size Q
£120-180
446.
An early 20th century gold and
scarab beetle brooch, three beetles applied to
safety pin style mount3.8g and 5cm £60-100

441.
Six modern 9ct gold rings, in white
and yellow of varying designs, 10.2g, together
with five silver and white metal rings (11)
£120-180
433.
A collection of silver and costume
jewellery, including a miniature kukri dagger
brooch, a gatelink silver bracelet, and more,
along with a Swatch watch (parcel) £100-200
434.
A 9ct gold and nephrite Marlin fish
shaped brooch, 5g £60-80
442.
A gold charm bracelet, 9ct or 14ct
gold flattened curb link chain supporting five
9ct and 14ct gold charm, 23.9g £220-280

435.
Three items of jewellery, including
a Victorian 15ct gold ring set with two rubies
and a diamond, in box, a modern rose 9ct gold
chain and a silver mounted cameo brooch (4)
£80-120

443.
A French gold and pearl torsion
ring, having a white and a black pearl to each
terminal, strike marks to rear, 4g, size variable
£100-200

447.
A string of Mikimoto pearls, the
uniform white pearls having pierced silver
clasp set with a seed pearl, 42cm long, 5.5mm
to 5.75mm, with case and guarantee (3)
£200-300

448.
A 1982 1/4 Krugerrand gold coin,
presented in a 9ct gold pendant mount and
with a flattened link 9ct gold chain, 19.8g
£250-350

436.
A 9ct gold necklace, having twist
links, 28.3g £250-350
437.
A 9ct gold bracelet, with oval and
round links, 9.2g £80-100

444.
An early 20th century gold seed
pearl and diamond star brooch, centred with
an old cut diamond and having eight spikes
with small white pearls and eight further
applied arms with old cuts, 3.4cm wide and
8.6g, with an old box from W. Bruford of Exeter
(2) £500-800

449.
A Victorian Jubilee Head 1891 full
sovereign, presented in a 9ct gold pendant
mount with a round link chain 9ct necklace,
14.2g £220-280

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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455.
A 9ct gold bracelet, having flattened
oval links, 10g £80-120

450.
A nice Victorian gilt metal and
hardstone bracelet, having six polished
bloodstone oval panels within gold plated
scroll hinge mount, 17.5cm plus tongue
£200-300

456.
An interesting 19th century and
later small group of jewellery and other
items, including a silver and champleve circular
brooch with head of an oriental warrior, a
bullseye agate gilt metal and enamel pendant,
a pair of pinchbeck earrings, three stick pins
and more (parcel) £100-200

451.
Eight 19th century and later
brooches, including a circular agate example
with spinning ball to centre, two shamrocks,
a 9ct gold enamelled owl brooch with pearl
belly, AF, a mourning brooch, and two others,
together with a silver and paste belt buckle and
two vintage boxes (11) £120-180

462.
An 18ct gold solitaire gentleman’s
signet ring, with possibly a white sapphire,
5.4g and V £100-150

463.
A pair of vintage Chinese earrings,
having an oval jade panel within probably silver
gilt filligree mounts, 2cm (2) £150-200

457.
A modern 9ct gold wedding band
from Royal Clogau, pierced scroll leaf design in
rose and yellow gold, hallmarked and stamped
Clogau, with boxes and certificate, 7.8g and
size P £100-150

464.
A vintage gold brooch, having oval
simulated opal, 5.3cm £100-150

452.
A vintage gold and diamond ring,
the probably 14ct gold pierced mount set with
seven brilliant cuts, 2.1g and size i £200-300
465.
A Victorian gold turquoise bead
and garnet posy ring, interesting marked 12
.5, together with a carved bone gilt metal and
garnet pendant (2) £100-150

453.
A good Victorian tortoiseshell pique
work serpant bangle, the coiled snake having
applied diamond shaped gold inlay to body
and scales to head, with silver eyes and tongue
with loop and bales £200-300

458.
A collection of jewellery, including
a gilt mourning brooch, a 9ct gold bar brooch,
other brooches, necklaces, a carved jet panel,
three watches, a plated mesh evening purse
and more (parcel) £100-200
459.
A vintage five stone diamond ring,
with old cut in gold mount, possibly 18ct, 2.5g
and size R £70-100
460.
A late 19th century African ivory
and silver mounted bangle £50-100

454.
A modern sapphire and diamond
cluster ring, the circular cornflower blue stone
surrounded by old cuts and a transitional cut
stone, in white metal on an 18ct gold band,
5.6g and size L £300-500
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461.
Seven items of jewellery, including
a full eternity ring marked 18ct Syn Spin, and
a five stone diamond ring, probably platinum
and 18ct gold, 6g, a silver and cameo brooch,
a marcasite brooch, a simulated pearl bracelet
and two necklaces, with box (8) £100-150

466.
A 19th century gold dove of peace
mourning brooch, set with turquoise beads,
two lacking, carrying a flower, ruby eyes, hair
panel to belly, 5.2g and 3.4cm wingspan
£300-500

467.
A late Victorian 15ct gold sapphire
and zircon ring, the heavy thick tapering band
set with a pair of clear stones and a larger oval
blue stone, marked 15c, 11g and size N
£300-500
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468.
An early 20th century continental
gold and aqua marine pendant cum brooch,
stepped oval mount with wire work, probably
14ct, centred with the blue stone of approx
2cm, mount 4cm, having folding bale and
brooch pin, 14.6g £200-300

469.
A Victorian bangle, with double
hearts set with seed pearls, sided by a blue
sapphire and further seed pearls within
wirework border, not marked, 5.8cm wide
£150-250

473.
A modern 18ct white gold and
diamond solitaire engagement ring, twist
style mount, with 0.3ct briiliant cut, appears
unworn, 3.6g and size £150-200

479.
A Victorian style 18ct gold emerald
and diamond ring, 3.3g and size M £100-150

474.
A 1970s Chinese gold and hardstone
ring, having a cabochon jade style stone within
tapering band, 5.2g and size P £80-120

480.
An 18ct gold and turquoise square
shaped brooch, together with a 9ct gold and
seed pearl star shaped brooch (2) £120-180
475.
A Victorian 18ct gold and five stone
diamond ring, small graduating old cuts in claw
settings, 2.3g and size Q £100-150
481.
An 18ct gold ruby and diamond
three stone ring, 2.8g and size I, together with
another similar 9ct gold sapphire example,
1.2g and size L (2) £100-150

470.
An associated suite of gold and
zircon jewellery, comprising a fringe necklace,
bracelet, brooch and a pair of earrings (5)
£400-600

471.
A 1960s 9ct gold opal and pearl ring,
oval white opal within seed pearl surround,
hallmarked, 5.2g and size N £150-200

476.
An Edwardian 15ct gold riding crop
bar brooch, with horseshoe and fox mask,
3.5g, together with a fob seal of spread eagle
over spinning hardstone intaglio panels (2)
£100-150

477.
A modern 18ct gold and gem set
cluster ring, centred with a blue sapphire
dublet stone within border of eight cuts,
hallmarked, 4.4g and size L £150-200

482.
Three silver bracelets, together
with a silver locket and silver gilt brooch, the
bracelets of varying designs (5) £60-100

483.
A pair of vintage continental gold
cufflinks, 7.6g, stamped 18k, in a faux shagreen
box (3) £150-200
484.
A Victorian carved ivory brooch,
oval with a basket of flowers, together with a
similar age carved ivory ring (2) £50-80
485.
A Victorian style modern 9ct gold
and paste set ring, 3.3g and size M
£50-80

472.
A 14ct gold and diamond bracelet,
shaped and pierced panel links, two with old
cuts, two settings vacant, stamped 585, 16.2g,
together with a pair of Italian gold flower head
earrings with clip backs marked K18, 7g (3)
£300-500

478.
A pretty early 20th century pietra
dura brooch, the white marble circular panel
inlaid with insects in coloured stones with
silver mount with base metal back, 2.6cm plus
roundels £100-150

486.
A modern silver music related
pendant from Links of London, rectangular
with cut out microphone and mic pendant,
3.6cm £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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487.
A modern 9ct white gold diamond
solitaire engagement ring, crossover torsion
setting for 0.25ct princess cut, 2.1g and ize M
£100-150

488.
A 9ct gold malachite and pearl
dress ring and pendant, 6.5g, the flower head
pendant on fine chain, both hallmarked (2)
£100-150

489.
A Georgian pinchbeck brooch, with
painted scene of a shepherdess, 3.4cm
£50-80

493.
A collection of silver and costume
jewellery, including two silver bangles and a
charm bracelet, various necklaces, eight coin
pendants, and more (parcel) £100-150

494.
A Victorian 18ct gold wedding band,
3.8g, together with a small diamond solitaire
18ct gold ring, 1.8g, and a 9ct gold eternity ring
and a damaged opal and garnet example, 6.2g
(4) £150-200

498.
A 9ct gold chain necklace, 6.3g,
together with three necklaces, a scarf ring, a
brooch, a sterling silver scent bottle and funnel
in box and a boxed Parker 45 fountain pen (10)
£100-150

499.
A 19th century Austro-Hungarian
double gold Ducat, dated 1874 with applied
pendant mount, 14.9g, together with a Maria
Theresa Thaler in pendant mount (2) £300-500

495.
Two modern 9ct gold rope twist
chain necklaces, 25g, together with a 9ct gold
swirl brooch with a pearl, 3.6g (3) £250-350
500.
A fine continental 18ct gold cross
pendant, eccentuated with white enamel
surround and seed pearls then centred with an
old cut diamond, 4cm, in a fitted box (2)
£120-180

490.
A vintage gold and diamond signet
ring, possibly in 14ct or higher carat gold
mount, 3.8g and size O £100-150
491.
A 1960 silver brooch by Ivan Tarratt,
circular with pierced Welsh dragon, stamped
to reverse and hallmarked Birmingham 1964,
3.6cm diameter £60-100

492.
A 19th century gold seed pearl and
green paste stone laurel, formally part of
another piece of jewellery, with two pins to
reverse, 3.5g and 3.3cm £100-200
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496.
A modern 18ct gold opal and
diamond ring, the circular green tinged opal
with a brilliant cut surround in white metal
claws, hallmarked, 7.9g and size O £300-500
501.
A Victorian 18ct gold gentleman’s
signet ring, having vacant shield tablet, 4g and
size T £80-100

497.
A 1960s Eygptian gold retro style
bracelet, having triangular / pyramid links,
strike mark to snap clasp, 43g £500-700

502.
A group of eight vintage Eygptian
gold bangles, three with engraved designs,
a pair with pierced and engraved motifs and
three pierced examples, some marked 18k,
123.8g (8) £2500-3500
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503.
An Edwardian platinum and five
pearl ring, the scroll sided tablet graduated
half cut pearls and heightened by rose cut
diamonds, 5g and size K £200-300

508.
A Victorian 18ct gold black enamel
and pearl mourning ring, 2.7g, together with
an Art Deco 18ct gold and diamond ring, 1.9g
and a gold plated fob seal (3) £80-120

509.
A Victorian 18ct gold and diamond
ring, thick band with gypsy set old cut stone,
8.8g and size O £150-250
504.
A vintage Eygptian Fuad I 50 Piastres
gold coin bracelet, the seven 1923 gold coins
with links and a box clasp supporting a further
matching gold coin pendant, 41.7g £800-1200

505.
A retro 14ct gold and hardstone
dress ring, bombe front with orange, green
and yellow stones heightened by diamonds,
5.8g and size N £100-150

510.
A Victorian 15ct gold posy ring, the
flower head tablet set with seed pearls and a
rose cut diamond and having two turquoise
beads to the shoulders, hallmarked, 2.7g and
size S £70-100

513.
A vintage gold and diamond horse
riding crop brooch, with rose cuts to the horse
shoe, 4.1g and with box (2) £150-200

514.
A gold and emerald ring, high carat
mount with heart shaped green stone in retro
style tablet set with three small brilliant cuts,
2.5g and size J £100-150

515.
A modern 18ct gold and diamond
pendant, diamond shaped white gold mount
with four brilliants and four baguette cuts and
centred by a princess cut, supported on a fine
18ct white gold chain, 2.1g £400-600

511.
Five gold rings, including an 18ct
gold, ruby and opal three stone, two 9ct gold
and amber examples, a 9ct gold and cameo
signet and a 9ct gold crossover pearl example,
12.6g (5) £150-200
516.
A pretty gold ruby and diamond
ring, having rose to centre, and set with three
red stones and a pair of brilliant cuts, 4.8g and
size N £150-250

506.
Three vintage Eygptian gold identity
bracelets, each with panel and curb link chains,
one with gold plated clasp, another also with a
gold plated watch snap clasp, 43.8g (3)
£600-800
507.
A group of jewellery and three
watches, including a 9ct gold Maltese cross
stick pin, 1.5g, several gold plated charms and
more (parcel) £60-80

512.
A modern gold and citrine line
bracelet, marked 10, 20.5cm plus tongue, 6.8g
£100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

517.
A collection of jewellery and other
items, including a 9ct gold and smoky quartz
ring, 4g, two silver bangles, along with three
WWII medals for Miss J. Atkins, and two silver
decanter labels (parcel) £100-150

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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531.
A group of eleven vintage silver and
marcasite items of jewellery, including two
bracelets, a ring, a lizard brooch, a terrier dog
brooch and others (11) £80-120

518.
An Edwardian diamond cluster ring,
the flower head tablet with eight old cuts, not
marked, probably 18ct gold, 2.4g and size P, in
need of attention and a clean £300-500

523.
An Edwardian 9ct gold period and
seed pearl pierced brooch, with box, together
with a 9ct gold and red stone pierced box
brooch, 7.3g (3) £120-180
532.
A certificated modern 18ct gold
and emerald solitaire ring, rectangular stone
stated in Colombian Emeralds International
certificate as 0.4ct, in box (3) £150-250
524.
A collection of ten 9ct gold rings,
nine with precious and semi-precious gem
stones, and one with a Mexican gold coin, 22g
(10) £200-300
525.
An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond
cluster ring, hallmarked, 3.4g and size N
£80-120

519.
A collection of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold eternity ring, a silver locket ring,
other rings and brooches, together with an
Edwardian smelling salts bottle and scent
bottle (parcel) £80-120

526.
An Edwardian suffragette pendant
cum brooch, pierced circular mount set with a
period, seed pearls and amethysts, 3.4cm and
6g £80-120

527.
Five gold rings, of varying styles and
set with gem stones, 11.8g (5) £100-150
520.
Two vintage 18ct gold and opal
rings, one with five oval purple tinged opals,
the other a solitaire, 6.4g (2) £100-150

521.
Three single strand white cultured
pearl necklaces, together with a six strand
example and a simulated pearl necklace and a
box (6) £150-250

533.
An Art Nouveau style silver and
enamel pendant, together with a sun burst
and turquoise pendant, a silver rose gilt and
enamel pendant on chain and six further items
of jewellery (9) £80-120

528.
A collection of 9ct gold jewellery,
including two lockets on chains, two rings, a
bracelet, and a suite set with red stones of a
ring, stud earrings and pendant on chain, 28g
(9) £250-350

534.
A modern 18ct gold emerald and
diamond ring, oval green stone in four claws
flanked by three brilliant cuts, with valuation
certificate from Cornish Goldsmiths and ring
box (3) £200-300

535.
A modern 9ct gold and black onyx
pendant necklace and earrings, the drop
earrings with two discs seperated by a pearl (3)
£100-150

529.
Two pearl necklaces, one black
pearls with matching stud earrings, the other
white and coloured pearls, in a Majorica box
(5) £50-80

522.
A Victorian 18ct gold pearl and
diamond cluster ring, 2.4g, together with an
18ct gold gem set cluster ring, 2.6g (2)
£100-150
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530.
A collection of jewellery and other
items, including an amber necklace, a modern
silver pendant, three pairs of earrings, a
Chinese resin pendant, a spinning seal, a silver
brooch, another brooch, a sapphire and silver
ring, a pencil and a small metal owl weight
(parcel) £60-100

536.
A suite of modern 9ct gold emerald
and diamond cluster jewellery, comprising
ring, pendant on chain and stud earrings (4)
£200-300
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550.
A small group of jewellery, including
a three strand simulated pearl necklace, two
rosary, earrings and three dress studs (parcel)
£50-80

537.
A Baltic amber bead necklace, long
strand with square and disc shaped beads
£100-150

543.
A modern 9ct gold emerald and
diamond cluster ring, 1.8g, together with a
continental gold and rose quartz solitaire ring,
3.8g (2) £100-150
544.
A mixed lot of jewellery and coins
and watches and more, including two tins
with coins such as a hammered Tudor coin,
Georgian coppers, along with costume jewels,
two watches, a wooden and brass small
telescope and more (parcel) £60-100

552.
A small collection of jewellery,
including an 18ct gold ring and dress stud,
4.3g, a 15ct gold riding crop, a bar brooch in
Kendall & Dent box, lacks pin, 4.1g, a Blue John
and silver pendant on chain, an Art Deco style
watch from Cobra & Bellamy and more (parcel)
£120-180

538.
A modern 14ct gold and emerald
ring, having nine channel set round cut green
stones, 2.3g and size M £100-150
539.
A modern 18ct gold and diamond
ring, with curved wishbone style front set with
seven brilliant cuts, 2.6g and size H/I £60-100

545.
Two modern 9ct gold rings, one with
emeralds, sapphires and diamonds, the other
emeralds and diamonds, 3.8g (2) £100-150
546.
A group of jewellery, presented in an
Art Deco cigarette box, including a gold plated
bar brooch, a gilt heart pendant with Vauxhall
opalescent glass bead, a Life Savers medal,
a gild Medusa pendant by Sphinx and more
(parcel) £50-80

540.
A collection of costume jewellery,
in a jewellery box and punnet, with earrings,
silver filigree bow brooch and earrings,
necklaces and more (parcel) £100-150
541.
Two modern 9ct gold emerald and
diamond cluster rings, 4.7g and sizes L and M
(2) £100-150

551.
Two boxed Christian Dior brooches,
one a crab, the other a snake, together with
a lady’s silver half hunter pocket watch, a 9ct
gold and green stone ring, and two brooches
(6) £60-80

547.
A white metal and black onyx
necklace, together with an Al Pacca bangle,
an ethnic bracelet and ankle bracelet, a 19th
century steel and paste belt buckle and a silver
plated cigarette case (6) £50-80
548.
Six vintage brooches, including
an Art Nouveau emamelled silver brooch by
Gourdel Vales & Co, AF, Birmingham 1909,
together with an Art Nouveau plated brooch,
and four others (6) £50-80

553.
A Victorian pinchbeck and turquoise
bead pendant, circular and disected with an
arch centre and having two glazed panels
which are accessed by two doors to reverse
£60-100

554.
A continental yellow metal dress
ring, in the form of a spiral with flared
terminals, marked 18k, 10g £200-300

555.
Six Art Deco and later gold and gem
set rings, including a three stone diamond ring
in platinum and 18ct gold, 1.7g, a 9ct gold and
opal example, and four other 9ct gold rings,
19.3g (6) £200-300

542.
A modern Swarovski Crystal teddy
bear pendant, on chain, with box, together
with two pairs of emerald earrings, a silver
Scottie dog pendant on chain, two green stone
necklaces, a silver and emerald dress ring and
a silver chain, with boxes (parcel) £100-150

549.
A Baltic amber bead necklace,
together with an amber clenched fist charm,
and similar in green hardstone, an aventurine
bead necklace and pair of earrings, and a
miniature scent bottle (7) £50-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

556.
A 9ct gold bracelet, having large
circular pierced links and heart shaped padlock
clasp, 14.8g £120-180

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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557.
A modern 9ct white gold emerald
and diamond ring, the tablet of three
concentric diamond set rings centred with a
round cut green stone, 3.3g and size £80-120

558.
Two 18ct white gold and gem
set rings, one with sapphire and four small
diamonds, and one ruby and diamond cluster
in crossover mount, 8.6g (2) £150-250

559.
An 18ct gold and coral brooch and
dress ring, 10.8g (2) £120-180

566.
A vintage 18ct gold and pearl bar
brooch, with single white pearl to centre and
heightened by three eight cuts in white metal
to each side, 2.7g and 5.7cm £100-150
572.
A pair of George V period 9ct gold
cufflinks and other items, oval engraved panels
with chain links, 10.2g, with box, together with
a silver and enamelled bracelet, a 9ct gold
wedding band, 2.4g, three watches, a fine
chain, a small circular box and two common
prayer books, one with silver front (parcel)
£150-250
567.
A vintage 9ct gold part watch chain,
now converted to a bracelet and supporting
several enamelled tourist charms, together
with a Victorian gold pinchbeck locket (2)
£100-150
568.
An Art Deco period diamond ring,
the platinum tablet set with eight cuts on an
18ct gold band, 2.3g and size J £60-80
573.
A late Victorian 9ct gold gatelink
bracelet, having heart shaped padlock clasp,
22.2g £200-300

560.
A small group of gold and yellow
metal scrap jewellery, including a pair of 9ct
cufflinks, a 22ct wedding ring, and more, 10.8g
(parcel) £100-150
561.
A Victorian 18ct gold and diamond
ring, the tapered band having old cut in rubbed
over setting, 3.8g and size L £70-100

569.
A pair of Victorian pinchbeck
earrings, circular with drop below stylised leaf
and hook support (2) £80-120
570.
Eight items of vintage and modern
jewellery, including a pierced silver pendant
from Nice, a silver St Christopher, three pairs of
earrings, a silver and a rolled gold bangle and
an Eygptian bracelet, together with a damaged
gilt brooch and a pair of cufflinks (parcel)
£50-80

574.
Five gold rings, all in 9ct gold,
including an opal cluster, a sapphire and opal
cluster, a garnet and opal cluster, an amethyst
dress ring and a moss agate example, 13.3g (5)
£120-180
575.
An associated modern Chinese 9ct
gold and hardstone earring and pendant set,
rectangular pendant with Chinese symbol and
9ct gold mount, supported on a 9ct gold chain
necklace (3) £60-80

562.
A group of damaged 9ct gold
necklaces, and a damaged 9ct gold ring, 13.2g
(parcel) £120-180
563.
A collection of jewellery, including a
pair of 9ct gold earrings, other earrings, silver
jewels and more (parcel) £60-100
564.
A late 19th century gold and
bloodstone signet ring, unmarked, having
octagonal tablet seal, 1.6g and size I £50-100
565.
A collection of jewellery, including
a cherry amber style faceted bead necklace, a
silver whale’s tail pendant, a silver and Baltic
amber brooch, a gilt and tiger’s eye bracelet
and more, along with a small blue jewellery
box (parcel) £60-100
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571.
A collection of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold wedding band, a 9ct gold and black
onyx signet ring, a 9ct gold cross pendant, two
9ct gold and paste rings, AF, a 9ct gold and
clear gem pendant and stud earrings set, along
with a glass mosaic bracelet, a silver gilt ring,
and a quantity of costume jewels (parcel)
£150-250

576.
A good modern silver gilt bumble
bee brooch by AIO, 4.4cm, together with a
silver filigree and enamelled butterfly brooch,
a silver gilt filigree leaf brooch and a gilt metal
and paste set damsel fly brooch (4)
£100-150
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588.
A collection of costume jewellery
and other items, various jewels, along with
watches, a silver cigarette case, a white metal
compact marked silver, another compact, a
cased canteen of Art Deco silver plated cutlery
and a cast iron dish (parcel) £60-100
589.
A small group of jewellery and
watches, including five ladies watches, three
pairs of boxed cufflinks and more (parcel)
£50-70
577.
A pretty Art Nouveau period 15ct
gold and seed pearl pendant necklace, the
gold and platinum fronted mount with circle
set with small white pearls on long bar and
supported by a fine platinum chain with 15ct
gold barrel clasp, 5g, pendant 4.3cm and
necklace 24.5cm, in a vintage Selfridge box (2)
£100-200

578.
A large collection of costume
jewellery, mostly in boxes, including a pair of
Christian Dior rope twist cuff earrings, along
with a quantity of loose jewellery (parcel)
£100-200

579.
A collection of gold and other
jewellery, including a 9ct gold pendant on
chain, 7.1g, a 9ct gold eternity ring, 3.2g, a 9ct
gold necklace supporting gold plated pendant,
a 9ct gold chain, a 9ct gold and red stone
pendant, 3.6g and six pairs of gold and other
earrings (17) £200-300

583.
A 1960s yellow metal and single
stone dress ring, the mount marked 18k, with
large orange stone, chipped to underside, 5.8g
and size Q £100-200

584.
A collection of silver and white
metal jewellery, including a pretty Edwardian
silver and enamel panel of flowers brooch, a
charm bracelet, rings, brooches, necklaces and
more (parcel £80-120

590.
An Art Deco period platinum
diamond and sapphire bar brooch, five square
cut blue sapphire flanked by graduating cushion
cuts, with engraved sides and having a larger
transitional cut in collet setting to terminals,
some bending, pin possibly replaced, 5.7g and
7cm, with a Garrard & Co box (2) £400-600

585.
A 19th century tortoiseshell and
pique work oval brooch, 4.4cm, one pearl
missing and chipped to reverse, together with
a glass and silver brooch (2) £50-100

591.
A 1960s ruby and diamond spray
brooch, the white metal mount, possibly
14ct white gold, in the form of a flower and
leaf spray and set with red oval stones and
heightened by small brilliant cuts, 9g and
3.5cm, in a fitted case (2) £400-600
586.
A collection of silver and white
metal jewellery, including rings, pendants,
necklaces, a charm bracelet and loose charms
and more (parcel) £100-150

580.
A collection of silver and white
metal jewellery, mostly in retailers boxes,
including a Baltic amber and silver brooch and
earrings, a silver medallion on chain and more
(parcel) £80-120
581.
Two Victorian 9ct gold panel
brooches, 6g, both with base metal pins,
together with a 9ct gold mounted cameo
brooch (3) £60-100
582.
A collection of costume jewellery,
including many pairs of earrings, at least
two pairs 9ct gold, also a Harrods Duchess of
Windsor brooch in box, a modern Art Deco
style Catherine Popesco brooch, and more
(parcel) £80-120

587.
A group of seven items of 9ct gold
and yellow metal jewellery, including a pair of
opal earrings, a CZ cluster ring, a pair of hoop
earrings, two brooches, two chains, one with
amethyst pendant, together with a gilt and
hardstone pendant on chain (8) £200-300

592.
A late 19th or early 20th century
sapphire and diamond pendant cum brooch,
the pierced white metal circular pierced mount
centred by a cushion cut blue sapphire and
encrusted with old and rose cuts, detachable
brooch pin and folding bale, 7.7g and 2.7cm,
together with a fine white metal chain and a
vintage Primavesi Brothers jewel case (3)
£700-900

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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606.
A string of cultured white pearls,
uniform freshwater pearls having an oval 18ct
gold clasp £60-100

593.
A Victorian 15ct gold part watch
chain bracelet and gold pendant set with
sapphires and diamonds, the hallmarked
anchor chain with double watch snap clasps
supporting a sphere charm set with four blue
sapphires and six old cuts in rubbed over
settings, marked 18ct, 37g, together with a
pinchbeck T bar and part of a watch chain (3)
£800-1200

598.
A 1960s 18ct gold sapphire and
diamond cluster ring, 5.2g and size O
£120-180
599.
Two cultured pearl necklaces, one a
double strand with silver and marcasite clasp,
the other a single strand with yellow metal and
pearl clasp (2) £80-120

607.
A small collection of jewellery,
including a 9ct gold bracelet, 4.5g, a 9ct gold
and black onyx signet ring, 3g, a silver bangle, a
silver charm bracelet and more (parcel)
£100-200

600.
A collection of jewellery, including
a 9ct gold necklace with pearl pendant and
matching earrings, a group of silver jewellery
and costume jewels, including a carved coral
flower brooch, and coral bead necklace and
earrings, and an Oriosa watch (parcel)
£70-100

594.
An Art Deco period prehistoric
amber bead necklace, 23 graduating oval
beads, largest bead 2.4cm and 30.2g
£150-250

601.
A 1960s 18ct white gold and
diamond cluster ring, the circular tablet set
with seven rose cuts, marked 750, 3.5g and size
S £80-120

602.
A pair of modern Chinese hardstone
earrings, the carved jade panels in the form of
Buddha, in metal post mounts marked 750 (2)
£120-180

595.
A Victorian 18ct gold ruby and
diamond ring, 1.5g and size L, in an old velvet
box (2) £50-80

608.
A Victorian 15ct gold and hardstone
gentleman’s signet ring, having a vacant shield
shaped sardonyx panel, hallmarked, 4.8g and
size X £150-250

609.
Three 9ct gold rings and two silver
thimbles, including signet ring, a white gold
wedding band and a full eternity ring, 13.3g (5)
£120-180
610.
A pair of modern Art Deco style
onyx and ruby cufflinks £70-100

603.
A moderrn 18ct white gold and
diamond half hoop eternity ring, the channel
setting with six pairs of princess cuts and five
baguette cuts, 4.6g and size M £300-500

611.
A pair of modern lapis lazuli
cufflinks, each panel centred by a sapphire and
with silver gilt chain and bar (2) £70-100
612.
A pair of modern lapis lazuli and
ruby cufflinks £50-80

604.
An Edwardian gold plated locket
pendant, with blue enamel and supported on
yellow metal necklace £60-100
596.
A pair of early 20th century 9ct gold
cufflinks and tie pin, 5.4g, together with a
Middle Eastern yellow metal pendant on chain
marked 750, 9g (4) £200-300
597.
A group of costume jewels and
watches, including a WWI military issue pocket
watch, a gold plated pocket watch, a compass,
ladies watches and more (parcel) £50-100
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613.
A Victorian 18ct gold and diamond
five stone ring, with graduating old cuts, 3.4g
and size S £100-150
605.
A 1960s 18ct gold ruby and diamond
cluster ring, platinum claws supporting circular
red stone and 8 eight cuts, 2.7g and size L
£180-220
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614.
A retro style Middle Eastern yellow
metal dress ring, having an old cut with white
metal tablet, 3.4g and size S £80-120
615.
A collection of modern ring boxes,
a useful lot of various style presentation boxes
for rings (parcel) £80-120
616.
A
collection
of
jewellery
presentation boxes, for necklaces, bracelets
and more (parcel) £80-120

621.
A modern sapphire and diamond
cluster ring, the 1.7ct oval unheated sapphire
with brilliant cut surround in 18ct white gold
mount, 4.7g and size N £1000-1500

626.
A collection of of silver and white
metal items of jewellery, including a cuff
bangle, a belt, a Middle Eastern niello panel
bracelet, a Canadian silver maple leaf brooch,
and more (parcel) £120-180

622.
A collection of costume jewellery,
including a coral bead necklace, other
necklaces, paste set brooches and more
(parcel) £60-150

617.
A collection of antique and vintage
jewellery presentation boxes, for rings,
bracelets, necklaces and more (parcel)
£80-120

623.
A pair of 15ct gold plain oval panel
and chain link cufflinks, 11g, together with an
OP 9ct gold dress stud set in a case, 5.2g, one
stud not marked, one with crack (9) £150-250

627.
An Art Deco silver and mother of
pearl dress stud and cufflink set, in a fitted
box, each heightened with blue enamel rims
and a clear stone to centre £50-100

618.
A modern 18ct white gold and three
stone diamond engagement ring, the uniform
brilliant cuts totalling 1.58ct, in unworn setting,
3.1g and size N £1500-2000

624.
Of Girl Guide interest, five Girl Guide
badges, one silver, together with a Wylie &
Co owl head brooch with enamel, and a 15ct
bar brooch with an owl above number 58 and
enamelled ribbon marked Alitibus Noctis, with
safety chain, AF, 4.8g (7) £100-150

628.
A 9ct gold child’s bangle, 2.8g,
together with a damaged 9ct gold ring, a 15ct
gold and blue stone brooch, a stick pin lacking
its pearl, a monocal, a ring and a watch chain
(7) £100-200

625.
An early 20th century silver and
niello enamelled dog brooch, together with a
green harsdstone pendant on chain, possibly
jade, and two pretty silver and paste Edwardian
brooches (4) £80-120

629.
An Art Deco period amber bead
necklace, the oval beads ranging from 1cm to
1.7cm on knotted string in toffee and caramel
colours, 72.2g £400-600

619.
A modern 14ct gold and gem set
bracelet, with wavy links and alternate links
set with two tanzanites and a brilliant cut
diamond, 15g and 18cm plus tongue
£800-1200

620.
A pair of modern diamond stud
earrings, the brilliant cut of approx. 0.28ct in
an 18ct white gold post mount (2) £600-800
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together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.
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I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon
his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words 'you', 'yours', etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the
Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own
risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof
of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place
before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and
authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 3% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the
European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**)
indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT
(currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is
not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful
telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for
packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer
regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect
or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within
this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.
Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as
amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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